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Abstract

Semidetailed airborne rnagnetic and radiometric data from the Petermanu Ranges have been

processed and a geological interpretation carried out. The Petermann study area lies within an

aboriginal reserve and covers the Precambrian crystalline basement of the northern Musgrave

Block and the southrvest margin of the Amadeus Basin and associated infolded sediments and

netasediments. Geological detail is severely limited by extensive sand and alluvial cover, and

a,irborle geophysics is the only practical method for mapping the solid geology over much of the

a,rea,.

The geophysical data have been reprocessed and presented as greyscale digital pixel maps.

Ilterpretation of these maps using a textural interpretation scheme has delineated two major

magl.etic domains. Each Domain consists of smaller textural zones based on magnetic character-

istics such as amplitude, frequency and linearity of anomalies which reflect lithological variations.

The magnetic data is consistent with the regional scale fold nappe structure which dominates

the north of the study area and much of the southrvestern margin of the Amadeus Basin. The

interpreted Northern li4agnetic Domain includes the sediments of the Amadeus Basin, the Pe-

termann nappe as well as original gneissic and granitic basement rocks. Large scale east-west

basement shearing has been delineated within the basement of the Northern Domain. A two

stage model for the emplacement of the Pottoyu Granite Complex of the Musgrave Block is

proposed, with components both pre and post basement shearing, and a further deep seated

granitic intrusion is interpreted as the major source of the Cobb Gravity Depression within the

study area.

The Southern Magnetic Domain correlates with the high grade granulite gneisses of the

I{usgrave Block and has been subdivided into trvo lithomagnetic units rvhich reflect large scale

basement structure. The boundary between the Northern and Southern Domains is interpreted

as the geophysical response of the Woodroffe Thrust, a major crustal dislocation in Central
Australia. Current geological information only provides an approximate position for the Thrust

rvhereas the geophysical data has been used to trace the feature more accurately than previously

possible in the study area. The extension of the Mann Fault Zone from South Australia into the

Nortl-rern Territory is confirmed ald loca,l to semiregional scale faulting and folding is defrned

in both Domains.

This research has shown that by detailed reprocessing and interpretation the geophysical

data can be a useful aid to geological mapping in areas where access is limited and geological

control is sparse. The results of this project provide the starting point for detailed geological

mapping in sections of the aboriginal land in central Australia.



Study Objectives and Location

Chapter 1-

1.1 Introduction

A large section of central Austlalia has bcen geologically rnapped on a regional sca.le though much

of the area, including the Peterrnartn Ranges study area, is deficient in more detailed geological

inforrnation. This thesis represeuts the results of an interpretation of airborne geophysical

data from the Petermann Ranges and is an atternpt to improve upon the currently available

geological informa.tion from the area,. The interpretation of airborne geophysics is one of the

ferv tools available to irn¡rrove the detail of geological knowledge from inaccessible or difñcult

terrains such a,s the study area.

This chapter sets out the objectives a,rrd main problems addressed in the interpretation. The

rnethods required to solve the problclls ale introduced and a description of the location and

environmcnt of the studv alea is presentecl.

I.2 Aims

The ultirnate goal of a,ny aeroma,gnetic/ra.diometric survey is to gain more information about the

geology of an area. Tire type of information extracted from the geophysical data depends very

much upon the specifications of the sulvey, and can rarìge from broa,d scale inforrnation such as

the extent and regional structure of a large sedimenta,ry basin, to local knowledge such as the

structural details of individual ma.gnctir: holizons ol ma,gnetic ore bodies. Betrveen these two

extlemes lies the semjdetailed ail'borr¡e srrlvcv used to aid geological mapping of significantly

sized areas (several th<¡usand squa,r'e Jtiloutetles).

Before the a,irns of this projcct ca,n be a,dc<1uate1.y defined the limitations of the methods used

must be realized. A rnajor linriting f'acl,ol is the size of thc study a,rea. The regional geological

setting of the alea, surrounding the study location is on a very large scale, and the study area

itself onlv covers a relatively snrall secl,ion of that structure, hence it is not possible to use the

geophysical data to develop theories on regional structure. Ifowever it is possible to use the data

to determine whethel' the presently acccptecl sl,r'uctural nodels are applicable in the light of the

1
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ncw irìfornlation iu the geophvsical da.t,a.

The other urajor restrictior a.rists f¡'orn the gco¡rhysical data itself. The inherent ambiguity
of potential field clata has lleert *'cll clocu're'ted, but there a,re also li'ritations on resolution
of anomalies' These are due to the flight line spaci'g and fright altitudes which can cause
small magnetic sources betrveen flight lines to be missed and individual anomalies produced by
closely spaced bodies can a'ppear as a single rnagnetic feature. It should also be noted that the
magnetic method onlY responds to rocks wliich contain ma,gnetic minerals. A further limitation
to be considered is the qrralit.y of the auxiliary inforrnation such as the detail of the geological
mapping, ald other. ground control.

with these [rnitations in tuitrd, thc aims of this thesis work are prirnar.ily to use the semide-
tailed airborne rnagttetic a'ild radiornctlic data, and other available inforrnation fro'r the peter-
rnanrt Ranges area:

o to improve the uuderstancling of the geologv of the area,

r to i'vestigate the useful'ess of the geoph.ysical data in an area where geological control is
lacking and ground a,ccess is limited.

1.3 Location Specific problems

The Petermann Ranges at'ea' lilie much of central Australia, is very remote. The nearest built
up area is at the Ayers Rock Yulara toulist l'esort, some 100 kilometres to the east. There is
one unsurfaced road passing through tlte alea travelling betrveen Ayers Rock, the olgas and the
Giles lr{eteorological station acloss the tr\¡estern Australian bolder. The isolation of the locality
means that collecting geological iltformation is rnacle difEcult due to poor access. This problem
is compounded because the majoritv of the area is blanketed by a Tertiary and Recelt cover of
unconsolidated conglotnerate, sancl aud alluvium rvhich obscures most of the more geologically
significant rock types' The task of ground geological mapping has been further complicated
recently because the rvhole a,t'ea lies rvithin a,n aboriginal reserve. This means that permissio'
is required frorn the traclitional la,ncl orvnels before any work ca' be clone in the area; such
permission is not alwavs easy to obtaiu.

Hence it is appareltt that a vast a'rrla of central Austra,lia, is lalgely ulma,ppa,ble by either
ground' airphoto ot'sa'tellite leluole sensirtg n-Lcthods bec¿rnse of the reasons me'tio'ed above.
TJre onìy practica'l rvav these pt'oblctns cau be ovel'corne is by applying airbor¡e geophysical
methorls which a're a'ble to covcrt'signìfi cant alea,s cluicklv ancl, more importantly, can provide
useful geological infol'ntatiorl lj'orrr sa,nrl covelcd nleas u,hich lack outcrop.

2



CHAPTER 1. STLIDY OBJECTIVES AND LOCAT:ION

L.4 Overview of Procedures

The geological understanding of a cornplex area only develops after many years and much work.
The Broken Hill area, for exarnple, has been studied for nearly a century and not until the
last ferv decades when it was the focus of concentrated study, applying both geological and
geophysical methods, was a better understanding of the area developed (Isles, 1g8g). Mucli
of the Precambrian in central Australia requires a similar concerted. effort, the use of airborne
geophysics being particularly useful in contributing to solving the geological problems.

The work in this project can be subdivided into two categories. The first task was the
(re)processing of the geophysical data and its display as greyscaled digital pixel maps. Digital
images are a forrn of display more conducive to ceitain aspects of detailed interpretation than
the traditional contour map presentation. Prior to this work the majority of the geophysical
data covering the area rvas olly available in standard contour map forrn.

The second part of the work was the geological interpretation of the geophysical data using
all the available forms of the data, contour maps, processed images, flight Jine profiles and
other information from the area, including geological reports and maps, aerial photography and
previous geophysical and geochemical work.

Geological interpretation methods of aeromagnetic and radiornetric data have been well
established over many years and well represented in the literature (Boyd, 1g6Z; Whiting, 19g3;
Pitkin, 1968; Potts, 1976) and are discussed in more detail in later chapters. The processing
and display of the data as greyscale images means that these methods have to be adapted to be
compatible both with the nature of the data and the location of the study, which is characterized
by a lack of geological control. It has been found that the "Textural Interpreta,tior.', scheme
proposed by T\rcker and D'Addario (1986, 1986a, 1987) is suitable to both the available data and
the aims of the interpretation. Textural interpretation is discussed in further detail in Chapter
3.

1.5 The Study Area

The Petermann Ranges study area ljes in the far southwestern corner of the Northern Territory
(see Figure 1.1). The area covers the southwestern margin of the Amadeus Basin, which is an
east-west trelding Adelaidean and younger sedimentary basin and to the south the area lies
over the crystalline basement of the À4[usglave Block.

The study area spans two 1:250 000 map sheets, PETERMANN RANGES and BLOODS
RANGE and includes six 1:100 000 rnap sheet areas (see Figure I.2 for the sheet names and
locatiorrs). In order to distinguish between the different scale map sheet nanìes and place names
a standard system of writing 1:100 000 sheet names in emphasized text and 1:2b0 000 sheet
na'Ìres in uppel case, EtrIPIIASIZED text will be adopted throughout this thesis.

Physioglaphicallv the area lies approximately 650 metres above sea, level and is typically

3
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sandv pla'ins and longitudinal sand dunes up to trvelve metres high, particula,rly in the far. north
of the alea. The prourinent tanges in the north, the Bloods Range and Petermann Ranges,
staucl up to four hundred metres above the surrounding plain and consist nainly of resistalt
quartzite' The Mann Ranges in the far south of the area make up the rugged outcrops of high
grade rnetamorphic and granitic lithologies extending southerly and easterly across the South
Australian border.

No economic mine¡al deposits have been found in the area, although traces of copper, silver
ancl gold have been reported (Forman, 1,972). Low grade nickeliferous ochre has been detected
in drillholes in exploration extending from the nickel deposits south of the South Australian
border (Miller and Rorvan, 1968).

In any magnetic study an important parameter is the direction and strength of the geomag-
ùetic field which controls, at ieast in part, the size and shape of the local magnetic anomalies
produces by subsurface ma,gnetic bodies. The Barth's magnetic field in the Peterrnan¡ study
area has an average value of 55000 nanoteslas (nT) with an inclination of -58o and a declination
of 3o. This is assumed to be a constant over the study area. The nearest first order magnetic
stations are at Giles, across the Western Australian border, Ayers Rock and Alice Springs, both
east of the study area (Finlayson, 1g73).

1.6 Previous 'Work

Geological

There have been numerous geological expeditions into the Petermann Ranges area since the
first European exploration by Ernest Giles in L872, many of which have been described by
Ellis (1937)' Between the time of Ellis's expedition (in 1936) ald the 1g60's the most notable
rvork reported from the area was a brief expedition made to the country around the Peterman¡
Ranges by a Sydney conpany, Centralian Holdings, in 1951with G.F. Joklik from the Bureau of
I\4ineral Resources (hereafter referred to as th.e B.M.R.) as head geologist of the party (Jokìik,
1952). Since that time there have been two major periods of ground activity in the area, both
concentrated on the northern area of outcrop. The first was by the B.M.R. when the study area
was mapped in the early 1960's as part of the regional geological mapping of a large section of
the central Australian region.

The second najor perlod of activity was in the micl to late 1g60's when Planet l{inilg
Cotnpatry cortducted a heLicopter and fixed wing geological reconnaissance of the ¡orthern section
of the sul'veY area (Wilson, 1966) in a search for base metals. This was in conjunction with a
Ieinterpretation of the available aerial photography (Jorgenson, 1gG6) and a geochemical survey
(I(enneth l\4cMahon and Partners, 1968). This effort was initiated after the occurrence of
possible gossanous cappings were reported on some of the mctasediments in the area.

Since that time little published geological work has been done in the area.

5
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Geophysical

One of the ea,l'liest obselvations orr th<r trraguetic properties of the rocks in the vicinìty of the

study area, was ma,de by Wilson (19a6):

"The magnetic variation is vely erla,tic, eve¡ì orì the sarne hill I have noted a diflerence

of up to 5 and 6 degrees between readings (of a cottzqtøss) taken sitting down and

standing up, althouglt in exactly the saure ¡tlace."

This was an early indication of the highlv rnaguetic rature of the basernent rocks in the area

and implied the possible usefnlness of the nragnetic method as a napping tool long before any

systematic geophysical surveys ltacl l-¡een done in the area.

The area was first crossed by a, siugle ¿rerial nragnetic ttavetse line florvn by the B.lt{.R. be-

tween AIice Springs a,nd the Giles \4eteorological,station in October 1961 (Goodeve, 1961). A

regional helicopter gravity sutvey conducted by the B.N,I.R. in 1962 of the Amadeus and south

Canning Basins included tlie study area. Sta,tion eleva,tions in the survey were estalrlished using

microba,roureters and the sta,tion densitv rvas approximately one station per eleven kilometre

(seven mile) grid cell (Lolsdale a,nd Flavelle, 1968).

The gravity sulvey rvas followed by a major regional aeromagnetic and radiometric survey

covering the Amadeus Basin and sullounding ba,sement rocks in 1965 (Young and Shelley, 1977)

which covered the entire studl' area,. A similal sulvey done over the Soutir Australian section

of the l{usgrave Bloch, the N{anl-\Vooclroffe survey, included approximately fifteen minutes of

latitude in the study area immediately north of the South Australian border (Shelley and Downie,

1971). Botli these aelornagnetic surveys had flight line spa,cings of at least 3.2 kilometres.

Planet Miting Company conducted a,n airborne magnetic survey over parts of the north of

the study area in conjunction rvith their other work which has been mentioned a,bove (Woyzbun,

1e68).

The study alea has been included in trvo aerial photographic surveys florvn by the Division

of National Mapping. The first rvas flou'l in 1957 a,t an a,ltitude of 7700 metres (25000 feet) and

tlre second in 1984 aI 7620 metles. Ilot,h rvere in black and white, and tire former was collated

into uncontrolled photonosa,ics at a,n a¡rploúrnate scale of 1:63 360.

The geophysical data being used ju this rvolk, the Petermann Survey, was collected for

the Northern Territory Departnrenl, ol' lvlines and Energy (N.T.D.lt4.E.) in 1985 by Austirex

Intemational (see Appendix B fol'full sulvey specifications). The survey represents the first

new geophysical data, to ha,ve bcen collected in the area for nearly twenty years.

The six 1:100 000 map sheet alea,s llorvn represent the first step in the Petermann/Musgrave

Block Project of the Northenr 'Ibllitoly Geological Survey (N.T.G.S.). This project includes

the collection of semidetailed ailbolne nragnetic and radiometric data, the occupation of new

gravity stations and the geological lcrrra¡r¡ring of at'eas of the far south of the Northern Territory.

The location of the Pctel'nrarrn SuLvr:\', and its spa,tial relationshili to the previously men-

tioned aelornaglìctic. sulveys, is slìorvrr ou Figule 1.3.

7
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L.7 Historical Note

No work on this pa,rt of central Ausl,r'ali¿r, rvould be complete without at least a brief mention

of tlle legend of Lasseter's R,ecÍ, a f¿rbulousl.y rich gold bearing quartzite reef. The first alleged

sighting of tìre reef was by Lervis llalold Bell La,sseter in 1897. The discovery took place while

La,sseter was travelling alone in thc gcrreral vicinity of the Petermann Ra,nges. Unfortunately

Lasseter was lost at the time of the allegecl cliscovery, or soon afterwards, and hence could

not place an accurate location on thc position of the recf. The reef was alleged to have been

rediscovered, again by Lasseter', sorne tÌrlec years la,ter'. On this occasion he did take accurate

bearings on the loca,tion but upon let,ulrring frorn the siglrt founcl that his watch was running

ovel an hour slorv, thus ma,liing his calctrla,tecl position considerably in error.

Numerous elTorts rverc ma,de to l'elocate the reef, by Lasseter and others, between the time

of its first discovery and the early 1930's. Il 1929 or 1930 a comparìy u'as formed in Sydney,

the Central Australian Bxplolation Cornpa,ny, u'hich organized and equipped a party to search

for the reef, u'ith Lasseter himself as guide. Evidence frorn Lasseter's diaries (Stokes, 1986)

indicates that Lasseter again loca,ted the reef rvhile travelling alone in \Ä¡estern Australia, but

soon after the rediscovery his ca,mel l¡olted and he rva,s forced to spend several weeks in a cave

on the Hu-ll River in Pottoyu waitilg fol help. Tha,t cave is norv knorvn as Lasseter's Cave.

After about a month of waiting witli little food or lvater no assistance had arrived, so Lasseter

atternpted to walk to Ayers Rock for help. Severely wea,kened by tlie rveeks of deprivation at

the cave, he died in January 1931 on Irving Creek (Petermat'rn) after having travelled some 50

kilometres to the east.

Sevelal attempts have been ma,de siuce Lasseter's dea,th to relocate the gold reef. The most

recent was in 1987 with the backing of the Australian Army (Adelaide Aduertiser, 19 June

1987). None of these la,ter ex¡rcditions have been successful and this study has not identified

anv particularly likely positions for the loca,tion of the elusive bonanza.

I



Chapter 2

Regional Geology

2.L Introduction

The interpretation of geophysical data lequires a, good knowledge of the geological setting. A
more complete and detailed geological unclerstanding rvill rnean that more can be extracted from

the geophysics, rvith subtle geophysical featules taliing or-r significant geological meaning which

may otherwise ha,ve been overloolied. This chapter includes a description of the geology in and

around the study area, ald the geological theories currently held about the area. The contents

of this chapter forrns an important ba,sis for the rest of tiris thesis.

Most of the geological work has been done by officers of the B.M.R. (Joklik, 1952; Forman and

Hancock, 1964; Forman, 1966; FoLma,n, 1966a; Forrnan, 1972; Forman and Shaw, 1973; Cook,

7972). That work concentlated on the outcropping sediments, metasedirnents and basement

material of the southwest rna,rgin of the Alnadeus Basiu, which covers the northern half of the

study area.

The geological details in the soul,l-r of the area al'e sparse, due to lack of significant outcrops,

and detailed descriptions of the geology' are rot available. For this reason it is necessary to
turn to literature dealing with a,r'ea,s irnmediately adjacent to the study area, both in \Ä/estern

Australia and South Australia,, a,nd extrapolate the lesults, where applicable, into Northern

Territory. (Wilson, 1946; Wilson, 19,17; N{irams. L964; Miller and R.owan, 1968; Goode, 1970;

\{oore, 1970; Collelson et al.,lg72; Daniels, 1972; Daniels, 1974; Bell, 1974; Thomson, 1975).

2.2 Tectonic Setting

The study al'ea covels t\t,o vel)'clillerlcnt geological settirrgs (see Figure 1.1 in Chapter 1). The

upper Proterozoic to rlid Pala,eozoic Aur¿rdeus Basin in the north and the Precambrian Musgrave

Block in the south.

The Amadeus Ila,sill is alt ea,st-rvest tleucling intra,cra,tonic basin stretching some 800 kilo-

mettes. The basin is uuusual in that il, conta,ius al'eas of very complex deformation, particularly

along its northern and soutlterr nralgius, t,he uatul'c of rvhich a,re not coltìlnon in an intracratonic

l0
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settitìg. Larnbeck(1983, 1984)uotersthesylurretryol'theAmadeusandOfficelbasinsaboutthe
\{usgra,ve Blocli, a,nd his computel rnocleling of the evolution of the central Australian basins

aud basement blocks, using a,n orjgirr rvithin the h{usgrave Block, indicates that a compres-

sional regirne formed the selies of basins (Officer, Ama,deus, Ngalia) and arches (Musgrave and

Arunta Blocks) in the area. La,lnbeck's modeling also indicates that the Musgrave Block has

been uplifted by at lea,st 17 kilometres, rvith the bounda,r'y between the Musgrave Block and the

Amadeus Basin being a ntajor thlust, possiblv covered by a smaller secondary basin.

Tire Musgrave Block is a, ma,jol Precalnbrian crystalline basernent feature extending 750

kilometres east-west and 270 liilonetres nol'th-south. Several authors have postulated that the

N{usgrave Block and the Aruntal}locli (to thc north of the Amadeus Basin) are infact connected

beneath the basin:

"The Musgrave Blocli has ma,ny siniilarities to the Arunta Inlier and it is quite likely

tirat they link up beneath the Aura,deus Basin to form an intra,continental mobile

belt betrveen the North Australian and Garvler Cra,tons."

(Plunb et al., in Hunter, 1981)

Daniels (1974) came to a similar conclusion. I-Iowever a different, and more recent view on

the subject is held by Sharv et al., (1984):

"The l\{usgrave Inlier appears to be pa,rt of a, sepa,rate mobile belt, initially unrelated

to the Arunta Inlier."

It is evident from these contrasting opinions that this question is still open to debate. The

Arunta Block has been the focus of intensive studl' over recent years (Ding and Jarnes, 1985;

Whiting, 1987; Jarnes and Ding, 1988; SÌrarv et al., 1984) and more detailed wolk on the Mus-

grave Block is required to resolve this problem.

2.3 Stratigraphy

The stratigraphy of the stud¡' a,r'cìa can be broadly dividecl into three main categories (Forman
and Shaw, 1973; Wells et al.. 1970). The olclest of tliese categories, known as the Older Base-
ntent, is predonrinatelv high rrcl;amor'¡rlric gla,de gneissic lithologies intruded by several phases of
igneous activitr'. In thcr stlrd.v al'ea this ¡lloup nralies up the sha,llow basement rocks of the I{ann
Ranges in the south and the gneisses in the centre of the area. Younger than this group is the so

ca.lled Younger Bnsentenl, a, scries of Plecambl'ian metaurorphosed sediments and volcanic rocks
which have l¡een intrudecl bv glanil,es. TIle third arrd youngest category, referred to as "the
Adelaidean sedirnentary roclis" by Folruau and Sha,rv (1973) are the sediments of the Ama,deus

Basin and are referred to irr thjs rvolk a,s tlte Antutleu,s Basin Sequence, This group has been

extended from tha,t of Folnar a,nd Sha,rv 1,o include sone of the Palaeozoic sediments that also
crop out in the study alea. TIre stratigla,phy is set out in more detail in Table 2.1 and each of
l,he three maJn categories are discrussr:cl in the following sections.
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Table 2.1: Stlatiglaphic Succession in the Project Area

Compiled from ûorman. and Hancor:l;, 19(i.l; Fc¡¡nt.nn, 1966; Fornt.an, 1972 Jorgenson, 1966; Wells et

al., 1966; Prciss tutd For\cs, 1981; Sh.crgold el al., 1985
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MAJOR OUTCROP GEOLOGY
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Figure 2.1: ùIajol Outcrop Geology
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2.3.1 Older Basement

The Older Basement material is primarily the high grade metamorphic rocks of the Musgrave

Block. According to Thomson (1975) the Precambrian of the Musgrave Block can be tenta-

tively subdivided into three major units, the two oldest units are of direct concern here (the

Older Precambrian Basement Rocks ard the Younger Precambrian Basement Rocks) with the

Adelaidean Cover Rocks of Thomson's unit three referring to the Dean Quartzite and younger

sediments which are discussed below.

The highest metamorphic grade basement material is the Musgrave-Mann Metamorphics

rvhich outcrop in the far south of the study area, making up the high ground of the Mann

Ranges. In general the \{usgrave-Mann Metamorphics are well layered granulites and gneisses,

with transitiona,l granulite-amphibolite facies material also, which can be subdivided into quart-

zofeldspathic, mafic, intermediate, ultramafic and pelitic components (Collerson et al., 1972).

Quartzites and compositional layering in the granulites indicate that the protolith was perhaps

a sedimentary succession with silty, sandy and carbonaceous components (Thomson, 1975).

Arriens and Lambert (1969) give the time of metamorphism of granulites from the Musgrave

Ranges as 1350 + 120 (my) using Rb-Sr measurements. More recently Gray (1978) reports

consistent ages of 1550 my on granulites from the northern region of the Tornkinson Ranges in

South Australia. Maboko et al. (1987) have dated the granulite facies in South Australia at 1175-

1200 my. According to Forman and Shaw (1973) there is evidence for at least two metamorphic

events in the Musgrave-\{ann Metamorphics outcropping in southen PETERII'IANN RANGES.

The second of these metamorphisms (about 1400 my) being a high pressure event possibly related

to thrusting.

The Musgrave-Mann Metamorphics have been intruded by several phases of igneous activity.

The Kulgeran granites, rvhich include the Permano and Illbillie Adamellites (Smith, 1979) have

been dated at between 1100 to 1140 my, and have been noted by Smith to be highly magnetic,

havir-Lg the highest magnetic susceptibilities of rock types that had been sampled from the area

at the time (0.628 S.I. units). Consequently tire Kulgeran Granites are often associated with

high amplitude, circular magnetic anomalies (Srnith, op. cit.).

A second phase of intrusion produced the basic and ultrabasic Giles Complex. The Giles

Complex intrusions outcrop as a number of individual sheets and plugs in an east-west trending

belt stretching 350 kilometres from weII into \4¡estern Australia to Mt. \Ä/oodroffe in South

Australia. The intrusions are mainly anorthosite, norite, gabbro and pyroxenites with prominent

mineralogical layering. The intrusive bodies of the Giles Complex are associated with the large

scale faults (I{inckley, N{ann, Woodroffe Thrust) which trend east-west across the northern

À4usgrave Block (Thomson, 1966), although their emplacement preceded the development of

the faults (Goode, 1970).

The Claude Hills pyroxenite intrusion, which is the only Giles Complex intrusion that has

been mapped in the study area, Iies within the Central Zone of Nesbitt et al. (1972) together
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rvith the better exposed intrusions of Eu'arara, Iialka,, Mt. Davies and Gosse Pile. Although

detailed work ha,s been done on some of these better exposed bodies (Goode, 1970; Moore, 1970)

little appears to have been done on Claude Hills.

Rernanent magnetic measurements on several of the Giles Complex bodies (Facer, 1971)

indicate that they have an average remanent magnetization direction with an inclination of

*62o and a declination of 343o, which is opposed to the present day Earth's field (inclination

-58o and declination 3o). No sanples wele taken from the Claude Hills intrusion in Facers'

study, although sonìe samples came from the Ewarara, Kalka and I{t. Davies intrusions, which

are south of the study area by some 25 kilometres.

Also falling into the category of Olde¡ Basement is the Olia Gneiss, r'hich crops out in

soutlrerr BLOODS RANGE ard northern and central PETERMANN RANGB^9. The major

occurrer.ce of the gneiss witliin the study area is in the Pottoyu Hills on central PETERMANN

RANGES. The rock type varies from coarse porphyroblastic to fine grained gneiss with a strongly

jointed and folded texture. The bands of coarse porphyroblastic and fine grained gneiss vary

from several hundred feet to a few feet in thickness (Forman and Hancock, 1964). The Olia

Gneiss has been classifred in the amphibolite metamorphic facies by Forman and Hancock (196a).

Amphibolite grade gneisses of the Musgrave Block in South Australia have been dated at 1525-

1575 my (U-Pb age) by Maboko et aI. (1987). The different ages recorded on the granulites and

amphibolites indicate that these two rock types have undergone considerably different pressure-

temperature histories.

Isoclinal folding within the gneiss of the Pottoyu Hills trends northwest and anhedral quartz

grains in that area exhibit strain effects which suggest that they have undergone shearing and

recrystallization (Forman and Hancock, 1964).

On the southern flank of the Pottoyu Hills the gneiss is fi.ne and even grained, well foliated

and lineated and contains isoclinal folding along northwest to southeast axes. The Olia Gneiss

Á BLOODS RANGE is medium grained, pink to greenish grey and is strongly foüated and

Iineated with the gneissosity dipping to the north.

Tire gneiss grades into the overlying Iithologies (lt4t. Harris Basalt, Bloods Range Beds and

Dean Quartzite) and is believed to have formed, at least in part, by metamorpl-Lism of the units

underlying the Dean Quartzite. Some of the Olia Gneiss may be original gneissic basement,

particularly il the south of the study area (Forman, 1966).

2.3.2 Younger Basement

The younger basement is ma,de up of the \{t. Harris Basalt, Bloods Range Beds and various

rnetamorphosed equivalents of these units, including the Mannanana Porphyroblastic Schists,

and a quartz-feldspar porphyry. The Mt. Harris Basalt, at the base of this younger basement

sequer.ce, is a thick series of amygdaloidal basalt, green schist, tuff and agglomerate whicb

outcrops in the northeln section of the study area (see Figure 2.1). The base of the Mt. Harris
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Basalt is marked by a cross bedded quartzite overlain by basalt which is mainly epidotized,

arnygdaloidal ard massive, typical of quiet lava outpourings with an absence of any explosive

volcanism (I{enneth lt4cMahon and Partners, 1968).

Apparently conformably overlying the Mt. Harris Basalt are the Bloods Range Beds, which

are a series of sandstone, quantzite, sericite feldspar schist, porphyry, slate and interbedded

basic extrusive rocks (Forman and Hancock, 1964). The unit outcrops in northern BLOODS

RANGE and also on the western edge of PETERI,IANN RANGE.9 and is correlated with the

Dixon Range Beds, mapped in the neighbouring RAWLINSONsheet area in \Ä¡estern Australia.

The Bloods Ra,nge Beds have been subdivided into three units by Kenneth Mc\{ahon and

Partners (1968):

1. Arenaceous sediments at the base,

2. volcanic sediments and basic flows,

3. lutites and calcic sediments with graphite rich equivalents.

Forman (1966) notes that some of the basaltic material mapped as Mt. Harris Basalt may

belong to the Bloods Range Beds.

The Mannanana Porphyroblastic Schist, which is mapped on southwestern BLOODS &ANGE

as an arcuate belt of outcrop, is noted as having an iron rich ground mass (Forman and Han-

cock, 1-964). The Mannanana Schist is thought by several investigators (Forman and Hancock,

1964; Jorgenson, 1966) to be derived from the Bloods Range Beds and Mt. Harris Basalt. This

conclusion is based on the similarity in stratigraphic position of the Mannanana Schist and

metavolcanic units beneath the Dean Quartzite, and the presence of schistose porphyry and tuff
rvithin the Bloods Range Beds.

The mapped Mannanana Porphyroblastic Schist on BLOODS RANGE is discontinued at the

southern boundary of that sheet. Immediately adjacent rocks on PETERMANN RANGES are

mapped as Pottoyu Granite Complex. Forman and Hancock (op. cit.) do note that the schist

is gradational with gneiss and granite.

Other porphyroblastic rock types occur associated with the Mt. Harris Basalt and Bloods

Range Beds, most notably a quartz-feldspar porphyry which forms a lenticular outcrop ten

kilometres (6 miles) long and three kilometres (2 miles) wide trending east-west across the

boundary between Hulland Bloods Runge. This lithology is closely associated with the Mt. Harris

Ba,salt and stratigraphically placed near the top of that unit according to Wilson (1966).

2.3.3 Amadeus Basin Sequence

The Adelaidean and younger sediments and metasediments which outcrop in the study area are

grouped together in the Amadeus Basin Sequence. At the base of this sequence is the Dean

Quartzite. This quartzite is the major resistant outcrop forming the Dean and Bloods Ranges.

The Dean Quartzite is a medium to coa,rse grained moderately sorted, moderately rounded white
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and brown quartzite and sandstone with thiu bedding, laminae and cross laminae (Forman and

I{ancock, 1964). The unit Lies unconformably upon the Mt. Harris Basalt and Bloods Range

Beds, u'ith a thin basal conglomerate in some places which contains fragments of amygdaloidal

ba,salt. In many places the quartzite has beel metamorphosed to sericitic quartzite which is
ofter-r schistose.

The Dean Quartzite is a prominent and important marker horizon all along the southwestern

margin of the Amadeus Basin and is correlated with the Heavitree Quartzite which occurs further
rorth in the basin.

Conformably overlying the Dean Quartzite are the Pinyinna Beds, which are a sequence

of crystalline dolornite limestones and siltstones containing a few poor stromatolites (Forman,

1966). The Pinyinna Beds have undergone recrystallization and metamorphism. Outcrop is
generally poor mainly due to the rapid weathering of the soft calcareous rocks that make up

the unit. The Pinyinna Beds have been subdivided into five units by Kenneth McMahon and

Partners (1968):

1. Quartz sericite schists, schistose slate,

2. hematite-goethite schist,

3. black graphitic slate, phyllite schist,

4. grey green siltstone,

5. yellow grey limestone.

The basal qirartz sericite schist unit, which is in contact with the Dean Quartzite is in
agreement with the metamorphosed basal unit of Forman and Hancock (1964) as a grey schistose

slate, phyllite and fine grained qtartz sericite schist, however the unit is not further subdivided

by those workers.

The Pinyinna Beds, together with the underlying Bloods Range Beds and Mt. Harris Basalt,

were the subject of an exploration effort after iron rich cappings were found which were thought
to be gossanous (Wilson, 1966). These cappings occur in the hematite-goethite schist (unit 2)

of the Pinyinna Beds. Geochemical surveys (Kenneth McMahon and Partners, 1968) suggested

that the beds contain no significant base metal concentrations.

The Pinyinna Beds are correlated with the Bitter Springs Limestone which outcrops north
of the study area and extensively along the northern margin of the basin.

Conformably above tlie Pinyinna Beds lie the Inindia Beds, a yellow brown siltstone, white

sandstone and chert with thin ilterbeds of dolomite. There is no outcrop of this unit in the
study area, although it is prominent north of the area in Souths Range. The Inindia Beds are

likely to ulderlie the recent sand and alluvium in the far north of the study area. The northern
correlative of the Inindia Beds is the Areyonga Formation. (Wells et al., 1966).

The Winnall Beds, which are possibly unconformably above the Inindia Beds (Forman and

Hancock, 1964) outcrop in the far north of the study area in several small basinlike structures
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at N{t. Cowle and west of the Hull River (on Ilult). Both these circula,r features are tentatively

mapped as Winnall Beds. Ranford et al. (1965) divided the Winnall Beds into four units

alternating between siltstone and sandstone with siltstone and silty sandstone being the basal

ulit. The more resistant sandstone ulLits form most of the strike ridges of Winnall Beds outcrop

that occur north and east oI the study area, ( Wells et al., 1966). Within the study arca

the sandstone units are white medium grained and medium to coarse grained with common

purple marls and cross laminations. The sandstone units have been broken into flags and blocks

(Forman, 1966). The silt units are yellow brown and red brown, Iaminated and micaceous.

The Mt. Currie Conglomerate unconformably overlies the Winnall Beds in the Pinyinna

Range (northeast Bloods Range). Tlie upper portions of the \{t. Currie Conglomerate form the

rvell known inselbergs at Mt. Olga, eighty kilometres to the east of the area. The Conglomerate

is described by Forman and Hancock (1964) as a sequence of pebble, cobble and boulder con-

glomerates rvhich were probably deposited at the same time as the arkose at Ayers Rock as a

lithological variant of that unit.

A flfteen to twenty metre thickness of undifferentiated Ordovician Sandstone outcrops in the

¡ortheastern corller of the study area. The unit is an essentially flat lying fossiliferous rvhite

and grey very file sandstone. It is an outlier of the shallow marine Stairway Sandstone (Cook,

Ig72). The sandstone in the study area is probably part of the wide spread upper unit of

the Stairway Sandstone which is a white very fine grained sandstone. The middle unit of the

Stairway Sandstone is noted for the occullence of phosphorite (Cook, L972)'

Tertiary pebble, cobble and boulder conglomerates are common on the flanks of the quartzite

topographic highs, but most of the area is covered by Quaternary sands and alluvium' Ten to

trvelve metre high northwest trending longitudinal sand dunes dominate the far north and much

of the area to the south is flatter sand plains with occasional dunes (Forman, 1966; Forman,

7e72).

2.3.4 Granites

Tlre Pottoyu Granite Complex forms alarge areaof outcrop in northern PETERAIANN RANGES

and into southern BLOODS ilANGE. The main mass of the granite has been described by For-

man and Hancock (1964) as a coarsely porphyritic biotite-quartz-feldspar rapakivi granite with

up to 50 % interlayered gneiss, schist, amphibolite and quartzite. The granite is in contact

with Bloods Range Beds, Olia Gneiss, Mannanana Porphyry and Dean Quartzite' The con-

tact rvith the Dean Quartzite is generally gradational (transitional) but in places is reported

as being clearly intrusive. Outcrop near the Hull River on PETERMANN RANGES includes

a,t least three types of intrusive granites from which relative ages can be determined (Forman,

1972). Rubidium-Strontium whole rock dating on granite specimens from Mt. McCulloch (east-

ern central Peter¡nan¡'t) and l{atamala Cone, east of the study area, give an age of emplacement

as 1190 my and 1150 my respectively and a 600 my age on biotite and microcline from the
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specimerìs is interpreted by Forman (L972) as the time of the last metamorphism of the granite

complex. Thonpson (1975) includes the Pottoyu Gralite Complex in the Kulgeran Granites of

the lr{usgrave Block.

A prominent and well developed northwest foliation is visible in the Granite Complex in the

Pottoyu }Iills frorn air photograplis. This foliation is less well developed in the granite around

tlre Hull River in southwestern BLOODS RANGE ar'd northwesten PETERMANN RANGES.

TIre northern edge of the Granite Complex (HuII, Pottoyu) has a border phase of pink

medium grained granite and medium grained porphyritic granite (Forman and Hancock, 1964).

Tlie width of this border phase is not reported in the literature.

Furtlrer north in BLOODS RANGE there are several smaller sheets and bosses of granite

referred to by Jorgenson (1966) as undifferentiated or minor granites. These show gradational

coltacts rvith the Mt. Harris Basalt, Bloods Range Beds and Dean Quartzite and, in general,

are very coarse porphyritic granites. The northern most granite outcropping near the eastern

edgeof HulI(13 kilometressouthwestof Mt.Harris)isdescribedasintrusiveintotheMt.Harris
Basalt (Forman and Hancock, 1964). Jorgenson (1966) believes that these outcrops and the

Pottol'u Granite Complex are possibly lateral equivalents.

2.4 Geological Structure

There are several interpretations of the regional geological structure in the southwestern margin

of the Amadeus Basin, all of which concentrate on the region in the north of the study area. Two

structural theories will be discussed here. The first, proposed by Forman, is the most *'idely

accepted and pubììslied. The second is the result of a reinterpretation of air photographs and

other information by Jorgenson (1966) and a fixed wing and helicopter reconnaissance carried

out by Wilson (1966) in the north and to the east of the study area.

2.4.1 Forrnants fnterpretation

Forman suggests that there is a uniform structural style for over 320 kilometers (200 miles)

along the southwest margin of the Amadeus Basin. The distribution of the Dean Quartzite
throughout the area of tl-Le southern margin of the basin was important in formulating and

defining this theory, since the unit is a unique and prominent marker horizon.

According to this interpretation the regional structure is dominated by a recumbent fold

which is over 320 kilometres long and 50 kilometres or more wide. The folding took place at

the end of the Precambrian during a complessional deformation called the Petermann Ranges

Orogeny 600 my ago. The orogeny has been attributed to the rising isotherms that led to
cortinental break up of Australia and Antarctica about 570 my ago (Veevers et al., 1982).

Tlre regional structure is illustrated on the block diagram, Figure 2.2, ftom Forman and

Hancock (1964). The diagram includes the area approximately covered by the Hull and BIoorIs
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Range sheets. Thele are three generations of folding il the area. The oldest folds, -Fl , ate

isoclilal recurnbent folds which trend east-west along the main trend of the ranges. Tliese early

Iolds are clearly refolded by second generation ¡'2 folds which are also isoclinal and recumbent

rvith their axial planes trelding in a north-south direction. A further generation of -F3 folds is

present in the Mannanana and Curdie Ranges of southwest BLOODS RANGE and are aseries

of tight east southeasterly trending folds with overturned axes dipping to the south.

The regional recumbent fold involves the Olia Gneiss, Mt. Harris Basalt, Bloods Range Beds,

Dean Quartzite and Pinyinna Beds. The overlying sediments (Winnall Beds and Inindia Beds)

are believed to have been squeezed northwards out of the recumbent fold on a décollement

surface within the mobile evaporitic Pinyinna Beds. Décollement surfaces within the Bitter

Springs Formation have been reported by Froelich and Krieg (1969) on the basis of limited

seismic control in the north of the Amadeus Basin where there are similar but smaller scale

fold uappe structures. The Winna,ll and Inindia Beds exhibit only gentle folding developed by

the much later mid-upper Devonian Alice Springs Orogeny, which was centred on the northern

rnargin of the Amadeus Basin and the Arunta Block.

The Mt. Currie Conglomerate and Ayers Rock Arkose formed as a molasse type clastic wedge

off the newly formed Petermann Mountain Range along the northern front of the recumbent

fold early il the Cambrian.

Structural details from the south of the study area are sca ce. One of the major structural

features in the area is the Woodroffe Thrust. Tlie Thrust has been mapped in South Australia

as a gently southerly dipping to near horizontal zone of protomylonites, ultramylonites and

pseudotachylite which varies in thickness from between 10 and 100 metres (Collerson et al.,

1972; Bell, 1,974). The southern granulite facies Musgrave-I{ann Metamorphics were thrust

northwards over the amphibolite facies Olia Gneiss along the Woodroffe Thrust with of the

order of 25 kilometres of northerly movement (Major, pers. comm.). Forman (1972) postulated

that the Thrust was active during the Petermann Ranges Orogeny (600 my) and recent dating of

muscovite from a minor shear zone related to the Woodroffe Thrust in South Australia (Maboko

et al., 1987) yielded an age of 540 my as the latest movetnent of the thrust.

2.4.2 Jorgenson and'Wilsonts Interpretation

An alternative interpretation of the structure of a smaller area in the north of the study area

(Plospecting autliorities 1435 and 1546) has been suggested by Jorgenson (1966) and Wilson

(1966). These workers were aware of Forman's interpretation but could see no reason to involve

the regional recunbent fold and consequent large scale décollement in the Pinyinna Beds.

The basis of this alternative interpretation is a series of large individual isocljnal anticlinal

folds which ale separated by the root zones of tightly folded isoclinal synclines, with their axes

overturned to the south, so that the northern limbs of the anticlines and the southern lirnbs -of

the synclines al'e overturned. The synclinal root zones make up the prominent quartzite ranges
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in the area (Dean, Bloods, Pinyirna, N{cNichol, Piultarana, Curdie).

The cause of this style of deformation is seen by Jorgenson (op. cit.) to be due to pressure

from the north, possibly applied by very deep seated plutonic granite and porphyritic rocks

rvhich have moved outwards and upwards from the position of the present Amadeus Basin into

the Precambrian rock sequence during the Petermann Ranges Orogeny.

2.5 Discussion

The task of making valid hypotheses on the regional structure of this part of central Australia

recluires careful study of the geology of a very large area. Jorgenson (1966) and Wilson (1966)

were restricted to a small section of the area, just as the area covered in this thesis work, although

substantial, is only a portion of the size required to get a truly regional picture.

Forman's interpretation is based on much first hand experience over a very large area and

has, in general, been accepted by other workers who have looked at the area (Froelich and l(rieg,

1969; Danie\s, !972; Lambeck, 1984; Korsch and Linsday, 1989). Since the aims of this thesis

\\roïk, as defrned in Chapter 1, ane to produce a detailed geological interpretation of the study

area, the interpretation needs to be set within a regional structural framework. The geophysical

data is consistent with the recumbent fold model (see Chapter 5) and thus the framework which

wili be adopted for the northern section of the study is the regional recumbent fold hypothesis

proposed by Forman.



Chapter 3

Irnage Interpretation

3.L Introduction

The interpretation of airborne ma,gnetic and radiometric data requires the data itself to be

in a, form that is both meaningful ald easily understood. taditionally the nain formats of

data presentation have been cont<¡ur rna,ps, stacked profiles and individual flight line proflles.

Recently the use of digital imaging for renotely sensed data has become more comlnon, first

with satellite images and then rvitli geophysical data sets. Digital images are more versatile than

contour maps and their use lììearìs that the major step of computer contouring, during which

nurnerous problems can arise, is a,r'oided. The presentation of the geophysical data as digital

images has been applied extensivel.y in this rvorli usiu.g a system developed in the Department of

Geology and Geophysics by S. R.ajago¡ralan (see Appendix A). Prior to this work the majority

of tlie data covering the study aÌea, lvas available only as contour maps and computer tapes. The

differences betrvecn a contour nrap plcsentatio¡r and a digital image are best illustrated with an

exarnple. Figure 3.1 shorvs the Dufficld sheet at a scale of 1:500 000 both as a contour map and

a greyscale digital irnage, and highliglrts the much lìner detail visible in the image, particularly

at this srnall scale.

This chapter describes the methods used lbr the interpretation of the magnetic images, and

presents the qualitative interpretation fralnervork of the study area.

3.2 Interpretation Method

A conmon a,nd gerrelalìy acccptccl nrcthod of interpreting airborne magnetic (and radiometric)

da,ta, is to subdivide the sturìr' alc¿r ilrto a nuurl¡eL of smaller subaneas, rvith comrnor-r geophysical

(geological) cha,ra,cteristics. This nrct,hod has been rvell documented in general terms and case

Itistories (Boyd, 1967; Eurerson, J 97ll; lsles, 1983; Uliaigrve, 1985; Whiting, 1987). \4ost of the

interpretation schemes ba,sed ou this lncthod difl'el in significant details fron one another, an-d

there does not appea,r to be any stanclal'dized method ol nomenclature for this type of qualitative

2:l
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inter¡rretatiou. Whiting (1987), in lLis study of the a,eloma,gnetics over the Arunta Block N.T.

divided the alea, into a number of Provinces, rvhereas Dnrelson (1973) subdivided the magnetics

of the eastetn Yilgaur Block Ir\¡.4. into a nurnbel of magnetic zorìes. Both Isles (1983) and

Ukaigwe (1985) in tlteir wolk on thc Ilrolien lIill Block sul¡divided the area into zones and Isles

went a step further and broke his zones into srualler doma,ins.

The division of a,n area into smallcl subaleas of consistent internal rna,gnetic characteristics

is generally achieved by comparirrg cornponelts of the overall magnetic data, such as anomaly

amplitudes, frequeucy, shape, linearity a,nd elougation direction, all of whicli add up to produce

a distinct magnetic pattern ol tcxture. The compouent parts of the anomalous magnetic field

depend upou the disposition of theunderlyiug Iithologies, tlleil magnetization, depth, strike and

geological structure, thus suba,reas c¿ìn be usecl to rnake inference on the causative geology.

The approach which has been used in this work is to give each of the commonly used terms

to describe magnetic suba,reas (province, zone and domain) a hierarchical relationship related to
scale or areal extent. The terrn plovirrce is used to describe the largest areas, which can be vast

expanses of magnetically similar aleas, such a,s the magnetic response of the Musgrave Block, or

the Amadeus Basin as a rvhole. Thus the delineation of provinces requires small scale regional

aeromagnetic maps such as the B.I4.R. 1:1 000 000 series. Each province is then subdivided into
domains, perhaps relatilg to rnajor lithostlatigraphic groupings. Dornains can then be further
broken dowrl into srnaller zones which pick out related magnetic lithologies (Iithornagnetic units)

or groups of several rock types rvhich produce similar magnetic responses.

3.2.L Textural Scherrres

Most qualitative intelpretation schernes are based on data presented as contour maps and if
the data are in an alternative folm tliel the interpretation schemes need to be adapted to that
diferent form of presentation.

\ÄIhen using greyscale inages fol aeronragnetic intelpretatiou a slightly different approach

needs to be ma,de rvhere magnetic subclivisions al'e based orì al'ea,s of similar image texture, rvhere

tl-re overall texture is a result of the components of the anomalous magnetic field as discussed

above. This "textural intet'preta,tion" a,pproach based on greyscale digital images was proposed

by T\rcker and D'Addario (1986, 1986a, 1987) and has been successfully applìed by those workers

on several 1:1 000 000 scale tota,l nra,.gnelic liekl gleyscale irua,ges.

The intelpretation scheme of 'L'uclic'r c1. a1. (1987) divides the greyscale ima,ge into a, nurnber

of textural doma,ins. Eaclt cloma,jn conta.ins several area,s of difering textural characteristics
(e.g. smooth, mottled, granular'). Tlris sl,ylc of intcrpletation has beel adopted in this thesis

with some minor alteratiolls whiclr rvill be clcscribed belorv. An eflort h,as been ma,de to remain

compatible with the original scheltc.

As discussed in Appendix A thc dilectionallv filtered total field magnetic irnage gives the

data the illusion of surface texl,ure, and it rvas found that a textural interpretation was best
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done based on this ima,gc, although considerable input caure from all the otlter forms of the

data. This is one of the majol diflelcnces betrveerr the scheme applied here and that of Tucker

et at. (op. cit.) which is bascd orr ulfilteled total field magnetic irnages. Another significant

difference between this work a,nd Tuclier''s scheme is the map scale. The latter is based on maps

of a 1:1 000 000 scale with domajns couunonly of the ordel of the size of a 1:250 000 map

sheet. Tlie Petermann study area, is the same size as a 1:250 000 map sheet and as such, mote

emphasis is placed on the textur¿ll corupouents (hele terrned zones) which go to make up the

larger domains thau in the work of Tucker et al. (op. cit.). The working map scales used were

1:250 000 and 1:100 000. The 1:1 000 000 images presented in this thesis are at the smaller scale

for convenience of displa¡, only.

3.3 Magnetic Textures

Textures of magnetic greyscale irna,ges a,re primarily dependent upon the magnetization and

disposition of the rocks over rvhjch the data is florvn (as discussed above) and, as such, textural

zones will always tend to be relative, depending on rvhether the area under study is one where the

Iitirologies are strongly magnetizecl or only rvealily magnetic. A definition of the characteristics

of each textural zone used ir the qualitative interpretation is a, prerequisite before conclusions

are made about those zorìes. The zone clefinitions ale best a,chieved by presenting a typical

example of each zone fron the data set. The majority of examples in Figure 3.2 are from the

total magnetic field which has been directionally filtered to enhance east-west trending features.

A discussion of each of the textural zorìes, rvith a description of their characteristics, is set out

belorv in an order of increasing rela,tive rnagnetic activity.

Srl. ooth

A smooth texture (S) is perhaps the rnost intuitivelv obvious and is simply areas of flat or

slorvly varying smooth magnetic lield s'hich ale devoid of high frequency anorna,lies. The typical

smooth texture on Figure 3.2 comcs liom the 11t¿l/ sheet. Anomalies within the smooth textural

zone are low frequency, slol'ly va,r'ying alid of variable anplitude.

Such zones are associated rvith signilicant thicknesses of nonmagnetic material, generally

sedirnents ol mctanror¡rhosed sedilrerta,r'.y roclis with a, vcry lo'*'magnetic susceptibility, such as

sandstones, quartzites a,ncl some lonrna.grrctic schists and ca,rbona,te rocks. The smooth texture

as defined and used here is the sanre as that used by Tucker et al. (1986,1987).

Granular

A granular texture (G) reprcsents alcas in which there js a higher magnetic activity than in

smooth textul'ed area,s. The exa,rn¡iìe il Figure 3.2 is ta,ken from the southrvestern section of

Hull. The magnetic a,nornaUes rvithin tlre zone are of small arnplitude (0-50nT), caused by near
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suÌface sources. The anonalies a,r'c: gelelall¡' single llight line fea,tures with little coutinua,tion
across flight liles, resulting in zones rvith very few Linea,r anoma,lies. Granular zones in the study
area are generally associa,ted rvith near surface granitic rocks of low rna,gnetic susceptibility.

Mottled

The mottled texture (M") is more rnagnetically active than the granular. The anomalies within
mottled zones are of higher amplitude than those associated with granular zones, typically 40-
150 nT. Linear anour.alies are nol'c Jrrervalent although they tend to be only a few kilometres
long. A typical mottled zone taken ftont Hull is shorvn il Figure 3.2. Rock tvpes associated
rvith rnottled zones are those ol rnoderately rnaguetic lithologies such as magnetic granites,
porphyries, and netamorphosed rnatelialo volcanics and quartzofeldspathic basement rocks.

Linear

As the name suggests the linear textura,l zone (L) is characterized by long elongate anomalies,
closely spaced and genera.lly parallel to each other. The a,nornalies are high frequencies and
moderate amplitude (50-150 nT) altl correlate stronglv acÌoss flight lines. The exa,rnples of the
linear zone in Figure 3.2 comes from the central section of Petermann. Source rocks for this
type of texture are nea,l' surface rvith rnoderate to high magnetic susceptibilities, and a strong
Iinear fabric such as foliated gneisses or othel' metamorphically or structurally lavered magnetic
rocks.

Broad Linear

Broad linear zones (BL) are those rvhich contain a,nomalies with a strong linearity similar to
the linear zones but are of a lorver frequency and higher amplitude. The type example for this
texture cotnes fi'om the northerl scction of IIull. Anomaly a,mplitudes can be up to 500 nT.
Source material for the zone ale sl,ronglv rna,gnetized units, possibly magnetite rich sedimentary
horizons or strongly magnetized laycrecl nreta,rnolphic rocks buried beneath a nonrnagrì.etic cover
up to 400 metres thick.

Muricate

The murica,te texture (Mu) is thc high relief magnetic ïesporÌse of strongly ma,gnetized near
surface metanrot'phjc basernent rocl<s. It is characterizecl by large arnplitude (up to 1100 nT)
and high frequenc.y complex magnctic a,lorna,Iies made up of closely spaced sha,llorv magnetic
sources, often highly deformed by faulting and folding.
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Circular/Elliptical Features

A common feature iil aeromaguetic na¡rs is the occurrence of cìrcular or elliptical areas with
magnetic cha'racteristics which corttrast rvith those of their surrounding areas. The circular
features can be either mol'e tnagnetically a,ctive than the neighbouring material or less active.
They are not extensive enough to be cla,ssed as a textural zone in themselves but are a common
and distinctive fea'ture in several of the zone types discussed above, especially those of higher
magnetic activity.

The shape of the zolìes suggests an ìgneous intrusive origin and the variable magnetic natu¡e
is dependent uPon the lithologv' norìmagnetic glanites producing the lorv relief features .nd
basic magnetite rich ilttrusions causing the mor.e highly rnagnetic features.

There are numerous cilcular/elliptical featules of various types and. sizes in the southern half
of the study area which rnanifest thernselves most effectively in the unfiltered magnetic images.
The exarnples shown in Figure 3'2 are of the unfiltered total magnetic field data from southern
Cockburn/Duffield, and highlight a, p'ominent circular mag.etic lorv a'd part of a more subtle
circular area of increased magnetic activitv.

3.4 Magnetic subdivisions of the peterrnann Area
on the basis of the magnetic textures described above, the study area has been divided into a
number of magnetic textural zones ancl trvo la,rger magnetic dornains, the Northern Domai. a.d
the Southern Dornain' These subclivisions form the frarnework of the geological interpretation of
the area' The subdivisions are basecl ouly on the magnetic data and do not take the geological
distribution into account aucl in this respect the divisions represent a geologically unbiased
i.terpretation of the data' Not all the mag'etic bou.daries are sharp or definite and alter'ative
interpretation's would be possible, although only rni'or cha'ges are likely from the interpretation
presented here.

Each textulal zone ltas beert giveu a.n a,lphanumeric identification code (e.g. NSl, see Figure
3'3)' The first letter in the cocle'efe.s to the magnetic dornain, N is the Northern Domain, s
is the southern Domain' This is follorvecl b.y a, one or two letter code desc¡ibing the magnetic
textures as listecl above' The firral rtumbel is a repea,t code, if required, to identif.y zones rvithin
tlte sarne dornain and wjth the sa,rne textule, but a dillcrent locatio'. Such icle'tiflcation codes
have been wlitten jn bolcl face t¡'¡¡ç tlrloughout this thesis. The locatio's ol'the i'terpretecl
zones a'I'e pt'esented in Figure 3'3 and are referred to frec¡uentl.y in later.chapters.

The Nortlierll Domailt is nra'cle up of a' 
'urnber 

of clearly clefined textural zones. l\{ost cor-
relate closely rvith the knorvn geolog.v of the Amacleus Basin sedirnents and adjacent metasedi-
ments' metavolcanics a'nd basemetit locks. In contrast, the Southern Domain is a zo,.e ofhigher
magnetic activitv attd complex nra,grtetlc pa,ttelns, rellecting the near surface, high grade roclis
of the À{usgra've-l\4ann r{etalnot'Jrhir;s rvhich have a, com¡rlex multiple deformation history. All
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the circular and elliptical featules in tlrc stud¡' alea ale restricted to the Southern Domain. A

detailed i¡terpretation of the ra,cliollretric alcl nagnetic data, covering the two domains is set

out in the follorving chapters.



Chapter 4

Radiornetric Data

4.L Introduction

The radiometric data over the study area correlates well with the interpreted magnetic domains

ard textural zones, horvever radiometric surveys only respond to the top ferv tens of centimetres

of surface material and so parameters associated rvith the vertical dimension, such as depth and

dip, are not relevant variables in radiometric interpretation. There are three rnain unknorvns

that are addressed in the interpretation of radiometric data:

1. the surface positiol of tire souÌce of radioactivity,

2. the surface dimensions of the source,

3. the radioactive strength of the source.

Thus the interpretation of radiometric surveys recluires a different approach to that of m.a,g-

netic or gravity data. This chapter presents the data and discusses the interpretation methods

applied aud the results obtained flom the radiometric data over the stucly area. The survey

specifications and corrections that have been applied are covered in Appendices B and C.

4.2 Interpretation Philosophy

Airborne radiometric data is generally collected for one of trvo important reasons. One of these

reasorìs is to use the data as an exploration tool in the search for radioactive ore deposits, the

second is to use the data as a geological mapping tool. Both these methods recluire a different

approach to the interpretation of the data and it is important to decide horv the data is to be

used prior to embarking upolr an interpretation project.

If the radiometric survey is to be used in the search for raclioactive ore deposits it is almost

maldatory tha,t a detailed knorvledge of the geology is avajlable. One interpretation technique

calculates the mcan and stanclard deviation of the radioactive clata set ald uses these figures

to highligÌrt auouralies that alc orìe, t'rvo or mol'e sta,nclard deviations above ol' belorv the mean

32
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Table 4.1: Typical Radioactive Element Concentrations

Contpiled Jrom l[orse, 1977; Enterson,, 1979; Aswathattarayana, 1985; Fahrig et aI., 1967;

IAEA, 1979; Darnleg, 1982; Lan¿bert and Heier, 1967

value, thus producing a so called signif,cance factor map (Potts, 1976). Obviously this sort of

techniclue must take into account the radiometric response of different litliologies in the study

area and the calculated rnean and standard deviation must be related to these lithologies. If
this is not done any occurrence of a highly radioactive rocl< type such as a granite rvill ahva5's

be irighlighted as a statistically signifrcant anomaly.

Individual radiornetric anomalies can be interpreted on a serni quantitative basis if the pa-

rameters of an anomaly are studied in profiIe, such as the position of peak intensity, the area

under the anomaly curve, the continuity of anomalies across flight lines. These parameters can

be used to classify anomaljes into various source classes, elementary, broad, line, slab and infrnite

sources (Sakakura, 1957). Analysis of this type can be useful in the search for ore bodies.

\\¡hen usirg the radioactive data as a tool to aid in geological rnapping, as is the case in this

project, it is not so much the statistically significant anomalies that are of interest but rather

the overall variations in radioactive strength rvith different lithologies. The basic premise of

this type of interpretation is that the same iithology rvill produce similar radiometric responses,

taking into accoult fa,cies changes, both sedimer-Ltary and metamorphic and cha,nges in the cover

material. This premise has been shorvn to be applicable in rnany studics (e.g. Nervton and

Slane5,, 1978; Pitliin, 1968).

Lilie many physical properties of rocks (density, ma,gnetic susceptibility, seismic velocity)

lithologies calL be divided into broad sequences rvith typical or average radioactive element con-

centlations, although tliere a,le rÌulìrerous exceptions and variations to the generalized scheme,

Various authors have presented such in{ormation fol the avcrage radiometric resporse of gener-

alized rock types; a com¡rilation of such data is prescntecl in Table 4.1.
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4.3 Data Presentation

The process of radioactive decay, Iil<e most suba,tomic processes, is a statistical one. This means

that there are mea,surable statistical errols associated with the collection, presentation and

interpretation of radiometric data.

A series of radioactive count rates measured in unit tirne for a particular radioactive sample

u'ill follow a Poisson distribution (Løvborg and À{ose, 1987). The mean or desired value of a

Poisson distribution is the modal value and the standard deviation is given by the square root

of the mean. By consideration of this simple relationship it is evident that as the mean count

rate increases so the standard deviation dec¡eases as a percentage of that mea,n count rate. This

implies that the signal to noise ratio of a radiometric signal will decrease as the mean value

of the signal decreases. The longer the time span (count time) over which the measurement is

taken the more statistically significant will be that measurement because the number of counts

rvill be large. Airborne surveys have count times that are necessarily sh.ort since the aircraft

is in continuous motion and a long count time will cover a large tract of ground and possibly

variable strength sources. Hence the trend for very large crystal volumes for data acquisition,

rvhich yield high count values in relatively small count times.

Due to the inherent statistical nature of the radiometric method there is destined to be

noise on the records. The uranium channel, which in general has the lowest count rates, u'ill

be expected to be the noisiest channel, and this is often the case in surveys in the üterature

(e.g. Richardson, 1983) and also in this study. The total count channel, rvhich has the highest

recorded count rates, is expected to have the highest signal to noise ratio.

When using radiometric data as a tool to aid geological mapping the important parameters

are the amplitude of the radioa,ctivity and areal extent of radioactive zones, the form of individual

anomalies is of much lesser importance. Contour maps of aeroradioactive data tend to be of

lmited use. If a contour interval is used which is in line rvith the range and distribution of the

data there are necessarily a large nurnber of small contour closures due to the inherent statistical

noise contained within the data, resulting in a difrcult map to interpret. Alternatively the

contour interval can be unduly large to subdue these closures but then the finer details arc lost,

much of which is of the upmost importance. In general, contours tend to highlight the shape

of anomalies but not their amplitudes. For these reasons digital images are a far more effective

method of display.

The radionetric data,like the magnetic data, was gridded witir a cell size of 100 metres (the

original sampling intervals were approximately 20 m along flight lines and 500 m between flight

liles, see Appendix B) and presented as greyscaled ima,ges. The total count channel is presented

in Figure 4.1 a,s equivalent radioelement concentration units (ur).

Correlation with outcropping geology in tlie total count data is very good. Sediments of the

Amadeus Basin Sequence in the Northern N4agnetic Domaiu show up as total count lorvs (black

areas), the rnost obvious being the Dean Quartzite and Winnall Beds in the far north of the
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arca. Tlìe grarìitcs, those in the nolth, the Pottoyrr Gla,nite Complex ancl t]rose in the Southern

l\fagnetic Donrain all produce clea,r'ly dclìned total count highs. The Southeln I\'f agnetic Domajn

cou'elates rvith a general lorvering of the overall raclioactive lcvel.

There are aspects of the data, in most or all of the four radiometric channels, th.at are caused

b¡' either surlìcial rnaterial ol ale artifacts of the data itself and are lvorthy of note before a rnore

cletailecl discussion of the data is undertaken. In the far north quite strong southeasterly trending

lirear palalÌel anomalies are caused by sand dunes in that area. It is not clea,r fron the digital

images rvh.ether the anomalous regions are highs or lorvs, but on careful inspection of the profile

ancl ground clearance data it becornes a,pparent that the radiometric lorvs are associated with

the dune crests and the highel values are over tlie dune corridors. Dune crests generally liave

the mobile, active sand that is easily moved by the rvind, rvhereas the corridors a e much rnore

stable (Tseo, 1986). It is evident frorn the geophysical data that the liglit rvindblorvn fraction of

the sand has a lorver proportion of grains of radioactive material than the more stable sedirnents

found in the dune corridors. Similar curvilinear anoma.lies are also ca,used by dune fields in

Cockburr¿ and Duffield.

Low amplitude radiometric shadorvs are evider-Lt to the northrvest of sorne of the rna,jor

qnartzite ranges in northern Ilull and Bloods Range. These cluartzite outcrops malie up the

proninent Bloods Ralge topographic highs. X{aterial blo'rvn florn the ridge tops by the pre-

vailing soutlieasterly rvinds (Broolifleld, 1970) has settled on the allur.ium to the north, rvhich

has a higher background count rate, to form a thin blanliet of lorver radioactive material. A
similar phenomenon of s'ind borne material affecting the results of an airborlte sur\¡ey has been

reported by Gregory (1983) rvhere highly ra,dioactive rvaste rock from uranium mine rvorkings

rvere tecorded three to fir'e kilometres dorvnrvind from a mine dump near the Athabasca Basin,

Canada,.

The major river beds in the Northern Domain, the Docker, I{u11, h'virg ar-Ld Chirnside creeks,

are clearly visible as total count irighs. Most of these rvater courses are sourced in the granitic

Pottoyu l{ills and the noticeably higher radioactive levels are due to detrital feldspar grains,

irigh in potassium content, rvashed from the granite outcrops.

Noticeable north-south trending striping ir-r the data is an artifact of the fliglit line direction
of tlie survey, prirnarily due to the varia,tion with tirne of the a,mount of radjoactive atrnosplieric

radou gas,, couplecl rvith iustrurncltal drift. The banding is spatially colrelated in all four clian-

nels. Sornc attempts to remove thc.banding usirrg line avera,gilg techniclues and bet'ween chalnel
correlation as ploposed by Grecn (1987) rvere made. These elTorts produced only minirnal im-
plovetr.ents alcl since the banding is not a ma,jor problen they rvere not applied to the data on

a routine basis.

Trvo lineal east-west trendirrg features in southern and central PetenttcLnrz are another a,r'-

tifact in the data caused by discortinuities in the flight line pattern. Betrveen these tu,o lineal.

features the llight lincs are short, and leveling rnis-ties at either cnd of the flight lines cause the

pt'oìtlcm. The lilteal' features a,r'c visible in all the radiometric chaurels and also some of the
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ploccssed uta,grìetic inages.

TIie corrected potassium cha,llel data (Figure 4.2) shorvs good correlation rvith the outcrop
geolog¡', particularly in the Northern Domain. Several of the larger wa,tcr rvays (Hull River,
Docker River, Irvilg Creeli) are rna,nifested as noticeable higlis, due to the al¡unda,nce of detrital
feldspars a,s discussed above. The radiornetric response of the sand dunes is not a,s obvious in
this channel as it is in the total count and thorium channels (see belorv)

The thoriurn channel data (Figure 4.3) produces a lorver quality irnage than the trvo previ-

ouslv discussed chalnels due to the effects of increasing statistical noise and tliis is particularly
noticeable in areas of no outcrop. The response of the geological outcrop is rvell def.led and

follos's a similar pattern to the total count and potassium data. The Pottoyu Gra,nite Complex

shot's a clearel response in the thorium channel tha,n in the potassiurn, and the alluvial cover

over tlre gla,nite il southerl Hull, associated rvith the I{ull River, is clearly defined as an a,ïea

of lorver tholiun content. The respolse of the sand dunes in the rortheast of the study area is

also clear in the data. Subtle differences between the thorium and pota,ssium channels can yield
useful information and is discussed further in the next section.

The uranium channel (Figure 4.4) shorvs a marked deterioration in tlie cluality of the data,
the effects of statistical noise becoming quite prominent, as rl-'ell as banding along the flight
line direction. Some efforts rvere made to improve the appearalÌce of the uraniurn image using
processing techniques such as median filtering and averaging, horvever these did not improve
the image quality gleatly. Despite these problems the respoil.se of the geological outcrop is still
discernible, particula,rly the highs produced by the granite outcrops of the Northern Dornain
and the lorvs associated rvitir the quartzite ranges.

4.4 Data Processing and Analysis

As discussed in Appendix A there are numerous irnage processing techniclues that calL be applied
to the gridded data, although the noisy nature of radiometric da,ta restricts the useful.¡ess of
rrran)' of the rnethods.

One method commonll' used rvith satellite irnagely and radiornetric da,ta is the calculation of
ratios of ore band (channel) to another. These ratios exploit the overa,ll similarity of the data in
each channel' but highlight the small differences betrveen channels. Ratios also have the aclclecl

advantage of minimizing leveling problerns in la,diometric data. The strong correlation betrveen

the radiometric cha,nnels makes this ratio techniclue a useful one to a,pply here.

The commonlv studied radiornetric ratios are U/TI{, TI{/I{ ancl U/I{. The best quality
ratio image is presented in Figule 4.5 tlie TH/I{ ratio. The poor cluality of the uraniurn channel
lnealls that the lorv signal to noise ratio rvill be propagated to any r.atio image that inyolves the
ulaniurn da,1,a,, and so the U/TH and U/I( l'atio data are not presented here.

Figure 4.5 highlights the sediments and metasedjments in the north of the area as highs. Thc
Dean Qrtart'zitc sltorvs a varja,ble respolrse, rvith lorv ratios at the ccntre of outcrops, correspo¡cl-
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THORIUM CHANNEL RADIOMETRICS
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URANIUM CHANNEL RADIOMETBICS
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ing to the pea,ks of the topographic highs, and liigh ratios torvards the edges of the outcrops.

This effect is probably due to the build up of scree a,nd Tertiarv Conglomera,te ou the slopes

of the quartzite ra rges, rvhich exhibit different radioelcmelt concentrations. l\{arlied diflerences

are highlighted in the cover material, particula,rly in the vicinity of the l{ull River rvhere there is

a large alea rvith a,n alomalously lorv ratio, possibly related to occasional flooding a,nd sedimelt

deposition along th.e river.

A distinctive high ratio rim is visible around the northern edge of the Pottoyu Granite

Cornplex in IIuII and continuing southeastrvards i:nto Petertnann. This thin rind is up to 500rn

rvide and indicates that the gla,nite is radiometrically zoned, enricired in thorium at the contact

rvith the surrounding roclis. A border phase of medium grained granite noted in the field by

Forman and Hancock (196a) (see Chapter 2) probably corresponds with this radiometric fea,ture.

Similar enrich.ment along the northern edge of the sma.ller pod of granite to the southeast is also

evident. There is no evidence for a radiometric border phase along the southern edge of the

granite.

Quite distinct southeasterly banding within the granite complex of the Pottoyu Hills parallels

th.e strong linear magnetic anomalies seen in that region (magnetic zone NLl). This banding

may be due to the abundance of gneissic material in the form of thin bands s'ithin the granite

(Forman and Hancock, 1964 p.20)

The Olia Gneiss outcropping to the south of the Granite Complex is generally marked

by distinct highs in the ratio image. Isolated outcrops of photointerpreted Olia Gneiss and

I'{usgrave-Ma,nn À{etamorphics shorv up more clearly on the ratio image as lorvs than they do

on ar'ì.y of the individual radiometric channels. The different respolses of the OIia Gneiss 'rvill

be discussed further in Section 4.4.I.

A large area of lorv radioactivity correlates with magnetic zone NG2 on the rvestern edge

of Pofloyu, rvhich corroborates the interpretation and suggests that there is a deflnite zone of

different geophysical character in that alea.

Overall the TH/I{ ratio image correlates well rvith the previously discussed magnetic zorìes

(see Chapter 3). It also has the effect of removing the north-south striping which is evident il
the individual radiometric channels. The striping is in the same positions in ea,ch channel, as is

often the case (Green, 1987), and by dividing one channel by the other the lorv values defining

the striping a,re eflectively removed,

4.4.1 Data Analysis

A sigrificant proportion of the outcrop rnapped in the study alea, particularly on PETERA,IAATN

RAATGES is mapped on the basis of photointelpreta,tion. This is because access to most of the

area, particularly the south, is very dillìcult and helicopter support could not be organized by

the field party at the time of mapping (Forman pers. corÌìrn.). It is rvitli these outcrops that tlie
radionetric data can be particularly useful as a geological mapping tool.
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By calcula,ting the statistics of the radiometric Ìesporìse produccd b1' thc individual rock

tt'pes (i.e. rnealt, standard deviation, distribution) and comparing betl'eeu l<norvn and unknorvn

lithologies the data can be used to malie infercrìces on rocks that are adequa,tely lcprescntecl

as outcrop in the area. Il order to obtain the radioa,ctive inforrnation fol indiviclual litholo-
gies each lock type must be digitized, as ma,pped on the 1:250 000 map sheets, as a pol¡'gon.

The radioactive da,ta frorn rvithin all the polygons representing the sa,me rock type can therr

be extla,cted fron the rvhole gridded data set using a "point-in-pol¡'gon" cornputer algorithm
(Saloman, 1978). Repeating this process for all the rock types mapped in the area rvill build up

a picture of the radioelernent distributions of each lithology, and these can then be compared

rvith the average radioelement concentrations of unklorvn or photointerpreted outcrops.

There are a large nurnber of mapped outcrops in the study area, and most of these s'ere

digitized. The airborne spectrometer system receives most of its signal from afinite circular area

belot' the aircraft, knorvn as the circle of investigation. The radius of this circle is dependent

upolÌ several factors, including air density and radioactive attenuation coefficients, but the fliglit
ground clearance is by far the most important parameter (Duval et al., 1971). \{/ith a ground

clearance of 100 m the radius of a circle in rvhich 6S % of the radioa,ctive signal originates is
approximately 80 meters (Darnely, lg72). Thus the recorded signal rvill represent the mean

count rate value over the area covered by that circle. If outcrops are very small they rvill only
represent a small proportion of this circular area and the recorded signal rvill not aclecluateÌ;'

represent the radioactive properties of the rocks. For tÌris reason sorne of the small outclops
marked on the geology ma,p were not included in this a,nalysis. Over 400 irdividual outcrops
rvere included, m.ost of rvhich rvere also used to create the 1:1 000 000 geology map (Cliapter 2,

Figure 2.1) rvhich gives an idea of the outcrops used.

Tlre results of this study are presented in Tables 4.2-4.5 and the distributiols of selectecl

Iithologies in Figures 4.6-4.8. Sorne important points have ernerged from the anall'sis of this
data and are discussed belorv.

It{ost of the sediments and metasediments ¡¡'hich outcrop in the Northern Domain exhibit los.
avelage ecluivalent concentrations, as expected from their a,ppearance in the ra,diometric images,

and the distributions are typically smoothly varying unimodal curves (particularly rvhere n, the
number of samples, is large). The total count and thorium l-Listograms generally have the largest
standard deviations and similar shapes, the potassiurn and uralium charnels ploduce much

tighter distributions.

The younger basement lithologies (Bloods Ra,nge Beds and \{ount Ilarris Basalt) rvhich lje
stratigraphically beneath the Amadeus Basin sequencc, have coltlasting raclioelement cor.ce¡-

trations. The X4t. Ila,rris Basa,lt shorvs relatively high erluivalent radioelernent concentrations
compared to tlle overlying scdiments. The Bloods lìange Beds have concentra,tions very siurilar
to the youngel sedirnetttary ma,terial. Further subdivision of these trvo lithologies coulcl uot bc

made on the basis of their radioelement distributions.

The h{annanana Porphyloblastic Schist, u,'liich according to Fonnan ancl Ilancocli (tOO+) is
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derived in pa,rt from the Bloods Ra,nge Beds, has a considerably higlier ra,dioactive concentration

than either the Bloods Range Beds or the Mount Harris Basalt in most of the channels. The Man-

rìanarÌa Sclrist has been mapped on BLOODS RANGE but it is discontinued on PETBR^'IANN

RANGES, where it is mapped as Pottoyu Granite Complex. The radiometric concentrations of

the lr{annarana Schist are significantly lower than those of the Pottoyu Granite Complex. This

d,ifference in the radioactive ecluivalent concentrations and the fact that there is a well defined

zo¡e of increased magnetic activity closely correlated to the mapped Mannanana Porphyroblas-

tic Sclrist on BLOODS LANGE, and its assumed continuation onto PETERMANN RANGES,

indicates that the Manu.anana Schist has signif.cantly different physicochemical properties from

the Pottoyu Granite Complex and should be differentiated from it on the mapped geology' Tire

two lithologies have been differentiated on the interpretation maps (plates 1-4) at the back of

this thesis.

The Pottoyu Granite Complex stands out in the radioactive images as a dominant area of

high concentrations and analysis of the data confirms that the granite complex has the highest

ecluivalent radioelement concentrations of all the mapped l-ithologies. Although tl'ie granite is

the most radioactive unit in the study area it has concentrations similar to those of an "average"

granite, and is somewhat lower in uranium content than most granites. Tire large area of mapped

granite falls into two very distinct magnetic zones, NLl and NGl (see Chapter 5). The granitic

outcrop was divided into these individual zones to determine if any radioactive concentration

differences exist betrveen the two groups; no significant differences were found.

The Olia Gneiss has relatively high radioactive concentrations in all channels, horvever the

histograms shorv that the distributions are complex with at least two distinct populations in

most of the channels (Figure 4.6). This is uncharacteristic of a single Iithology which generally

shorv a smooth, unimodal distribution similar to that illustrated in Figure 4.8.

The mapped Olia Gneiss can be divided into two main groups based on the 1:250 000 geology

maps:

1. those outcrops which haye not been visited in the field and have been assigned the lithology

of OIia Gneiss on the basis of airphoto interpretation,

2. those outcrops that have been visited and definitely mapped as Olia Gneiss.

Group 1 occurs mainly in the central section of PETERMANN RANGES, south of tlie

Pottoyu Granite, where outcrops are widely separated and ground access is extremely diffi-

cult. Group 2 is made up of outcrops further north and into BLOODS RANGE.If individual

distributions a,re calculated for each of these groups it becomes evident that group 1, the pho-

tointerpreted outcrops, make up the populations with the lower average values (Figure 4.7) that

can be clearly seen in the distributions of all the Olia Gneiss outcrops (Figure 4.6). This infor-

mation suggests that the outcrops mapped as Olia Gneiss are probably two distinct lithologies.

From consideration of the outcrop pattern and the magnetic information it seems likely that
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the nlajority of group 1 outcrops should be mapped as higher grade Musgrave-Mann Metamor-

plr.ics, wlrich outcrop along the southern edge of PETERMANN ilANGES and show a similar

radiometric lesponse in all channels to that of the group 1 Olia Gneiss.

The higher metamorphic grade lt4Iusgrave-Mann lithologies have lower average equivalent

radioelement concentrations than the amphibolite grade group 2 Oüa Gneiss. This is in agree-

ment with the data collected by Lambert and Heier (1967) whose radioactive measurements on

samples from the granulite and amphibolite facies rocks from the Musgrave Block and the Fraser

Range in Western Australia indicate that the granulite facies is depleted in uranium and thorium
by factors of 5 and 9 respectively relative to the lower grade lithologies. Similar conclusions rvere

reached by Fahrig et al. (1967) in their study of crystalline surface rocks in the Canadian shield.

The lithological distributions suggested by this radioactive evidence has important implica-

tions on the position of the Woodroffe Thrust (see Chapter 2 Section 2.4) and will be further
discussed in Chapter 6.
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Chapter 5

Northern Magnetic Dornain

5.1 Introduction

The Northern Magnetic Domain, as defrned in Chapter 3, covers most of the four northerly map

sheets of the survey area (HuIl, Bloods Range, Pottoyu an.d Petermann). The Domain includes

smooth, mottled, Iinear and broad linear magnetic textural zones. In the context of the regional

structure (see Chapter 2) the Northern Domain can be subdivided into three sections:

1. Amadeus Basin proper,

2. Regional Fold Nappe,

3. Originai Basement.

The Amadeus Basin proper and the Petermann fold nappe make up a cover sequence in the north

of the Domain. To the south is a region of original gneissic and granitic basement interpreted

on the basis of mapped lithologies and the magnetic patterns.

This chapter discusses the interpretation of the geophysical data in the context of these

three subdivisions, and includes both the geological significance of the magnetic signatures and

the structural information which has been extracted from the geophysical data. Tlie chapter is

designed to be used in conjunction with the interpretation maps (plates 1-4) rvhich have been

produced by a synthesis of all the available forms of the geophysical data (see Appendix A) as

rvell as other available geological/geophysical data and literature.

Throughout the chapter symbols in upper case bold (e.g. NS1) refer to magnetic textural

zones as defined in Chapter 3. Symbols in normal type (e.g. Gl) are lithomagnetic units referred

to on the interpretation maps. The locations of the magnetic zones referred to in the text are

reproduced on figure 5.1.

5.2 Amadeus Basin Proper

Tlre smooth textural zone NS1 which forrns an east-west trending belt across far north Hulland

Bloods Ro.nge is the magnetic resporìse of the Amadeus Basin. The edge of the basin is mapped
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as tlìe boundary between NS1 ard NBL. Outcrop is restricted to two basinlike occurrences
of Winnall Beds, one at lt4t. Cowle and another further west. The majority of the zone is
dominated by sand dunes.

Al increasing thickness of nonmagnetic Winna.ll and Inindia Beds make up the zone, thick-
ness ittcreasing to the north (Young and Shelley, 1977). The area covered in this study is not large
enough to define the lorv frequency anomalies originating from magnetic basement underlying
tlie Amadeus Basin.

Processed versions of the magnetic data show several low amplitude linear magnetic a,noma-

Iies with depths to soutce of the order of 150 metres. The origin of these anomalies is assumed

to be from lenses of increased magnetic mineral content rvithin the nonmagnetic sediments. The
zone is generally lacking iri high frequency anomalies so it is not possible to resolve a large
amount of structural detail from the ma,gnetic da,ta covering the area.

5.3 Petermann Fold Nappe

The Petermann fold nappe dominates the northern section of the study area and. is covered by
the EuII and Bloods Range sheets. It is characterized by variable magnetic activity mainly of
smooth and mottled zones, NS2, NSB, NMol, NMo2, NMoB.

The lithologies within the fold nappe include Dean Quartzite and Pinyinna Beds, as well as

the underlying metavolcanics and metasediments of the yourìger basement and also Olia Gneiss.
The discussion of this area will be treated in three main parts covering the sediments, the
younger basement and the older basement core of the regìonal fold.

Sediments

The smooth ma'gnetic response of nonmagnetic sediments is a dominant feature of the Northern
N{agnetic Domain and can be separated into zones NS2 and NSB.

Zone NS2 is an east-'rvest trending band across northern HuIl and Bloods Range. The main
Iithologies contained within the zone are Dean Quartzite and Pinyinna Beds. The zone is of
variable width, thickest on its western side. N{agnetic interpretation confirms a large scale
fold pair on the eastern boundary of the area which has been previously inferred from the
outcrop pattern of Dean Quartzite (Forman and Hancock, 1964 Figure 1g). Several previously
unrecognized north-northwest trending strike-slip faults cut the zone towards the east, and will
be discussed in further detail in Section 5.6.

NS3 lies in central Hulland thins southeast across Petermann The zone correlates closely
*'ith the mapped outcrop of Dean Quartzite and Pinyinna Beds. I\4agnetic susceptibilities
measured from hand samples in the u.M.lì. rock collection in Canberra (using a Geoinstrume¡ts
JH-B Susceptibility meter) are consistent rvith the low to nonmagnetic nature of the smooth
textural zones (see Table 5.1).
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A prominent high amplitude curvilinea,r anoma,ly, 40 kilometres long, occurs rvithin NSS

in south central Hull in a,n a, ea of no outcrop. \4odeling this two dimensional horizon yields

a moderate to steep northerly dipping sheetlike body with a susceptibility in the range 0.02-

0.105 S.I. units, a,nd a depth to the top of between 50-460 metres. Modeled dips of the horizon

are in close agreement with the measured dips on nearby Dean Quartzite outcrops, suggesting

that the magnetic horizon is stratabound and that remanence is not a significant component of

the magnetization. The magnetic horizon is placed stratigraphically near the contact between

the Dean Quartzite and Pinyinna Beds, and the most likely source for the anomaly is the

lrematite-goethite schist (unit 2) within the Pinyinna Beds (see Chaptet 2). The l{ay Valley

gossail., iron-rich cappings reported by \Milson (1966), possibly represent the weathered surface

expression of the magnetic horizon. The horizon is cut in several places by strike-slip faults and

at least one obvìous dip-slip fault. Modeling either side of the dip-slip fault indicates that a

sheetlike body of very similar parameters (except depth to top) will closely match the observed

anomaly. The throw of tlie fault has been modeled as about 400 metres downthrorvn on the

u'estern side, see Figure 5.2.

The modeled proflIes in this thesis are presented as two-page figures. The left hand page

shorvs a total magnetic field image to illustrate the position of the profile and the magnetic

distributions in the neighbourhood of the profile. Also on the left hand page is a tabular list

of the body specifications of the model. The right hand page shows the modeled (dashed) and

observed profile in cross section. The profile positions are also marked on the interpretation

plates.

Zone NS3 thins considerably to the southeast where some small amplitude anomalies in the

zone have their source within the sedimentary units.

Zone NS4 on the western edge of northern Pottoyu is a small triangular shaped smooth

textural zorìe over mapped Dean Quartzite and Bloods Range Beds. The zone is the continuation

of NS3 rvhich has been folded around in a large structure mapped on SCOTT in \4/estern

Australia.

A prominent broad linear zone NBL forms an east-'*'est trending belt stretching across

nortlrern Hull and Bloods Range. The zone is north of the Bloods Range and is predominantly

in an area of no outcrop, although one small outcrop of Winnall Beds lies within the zone. The

anomalies making up NBL are high amplitude, complex multiple source features.

The zone consists of a number of anastomosing continuous magnetic highs, cut in several

places by north-northeast trending faults which continue through NS2. Modeled source depths

are of the order of 150-200 metres with a dip trend steeply to the south in the centre of the

zone but trending northerly towards the southern and northern edges of the zone. Figure 5.3

slrows nrodeled sections through the zone aloLg flight lines 1411 and 764I in Hutt.

The anastomosing nature of the anomalies suggests that there is complex structure anT

folding of the sources towards the ea,stern and western edges of the study area. Poor resolution
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Table 5.1: Measured Magnetic Susceptibilities (S.I. units x105) Measured from the B.M.R. rock

collection by A.M.Lewis.

due to the depth of the sources means that as magnetic units converge their individual responses

merge into one anomaly.

The stratigraphic position of the magnetic unit within the regional recumbent fold places it
close to where Pinyinna Beds are folded around and become near vertical. If this is the case

then it is probable that the source of the broad linear anomalies is the same magnetic hematite-

goethite schist unit attributed to the source of the prominent curvilinear magnetic anomaly

within NSS discussed above. Where noted in NS3 the horizon was a relatively thin well defined

single horizon; in NBL there are a number of separate horizons.

Another possible source could be the chert unit within the Inindia Beds which, if enriched

in magnetic iron bearing minerals, could produce such an anomaly pattern. The magnetic

layering would need to be relatively steeply dipping as indicated in the magnetic models, unless

remanence contributes a significant amount to the overall magnetization of the unit. Without

further evidence it is difficult to attach a defrnite geological source to the zone.

Younger Basernent Core

It{uch of the ba,sement core of the regional fold is occupied by the younger basement metased-

iments and metavolcanics (see Figure 2.2 in Chapter 2). The magnetic expression of these

litliologies is variable. Tire majority of the outcropping Bloods Range Beds within the younger

basement aïe rìonmagnetic quartzites, and a, significant amount of outcrop is mapped in the
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smooth textural zone NS2. Consequently these nonmagnetic units of the Bloods Ra,nge Beds

cannot be distinguislied from the nonmagnetic overlying sediments. In contrast to tlie smooth

zones, rnost of the younger basement outcrop lies within NMol, a mottled magnetic zone rvith

distinct bounda,ries visible on the processed versions of the magnetic data.

Bloods Range Beds outcropping in the south of NMol near the Hull/Bloods Range bound-

ary are associated with rnagnetic anomalies in places, although most appear weakly magnetic, às

suggested by the measured average susceptibility. Limited magnetic susceptibility mea,surements

(Table 5.1) on the N{t. Harris Basalt do not indicate that the unit has a, significa,nt magnetic

susceptibility. Since the aeromagnetic data clearly shows that there are quite strongly magnetic

lìthologies in the vicinity of mapped Mt. Harris Basalt it is considered that the measured suscep-

tibility samples are a biased representation of the unit, with most samples coming from the basal

quartzite of the Mt. Harris Basalt which would be expected to be only weakly magnetic. The

nain magnetic rock type within the N{t. Harris Basalt is interpreted to be the upper basaltic

unit.

The I4t. Harris Basalt has not been subdivided into the quartzite and basalt members on the

available geological maps but the distinction has been made between t'rvo üthomagnetic units

on the magnetic interpretation maps (V1 and V2, see Plates 1 and 2). Vl is manifested as the

areas within NMol showing moderate amplitude magnetic anomalies attributed to the basalts.

\r2 is interpreted in the weakly magnetic areas as the basal quartzite and probably includes a

significant proportion of the nonmagnetic units of the Bloods Range Beds.

The distribution of these lithomagnetic divisions can be used to make inferences on basement

structure. Since the younger basement occurs in the overturned limb of the regional recumbent

fold, areas of nonmagnetic V2 (basal quartzite) can be interpreted as basement lows and areas

of magnetic Vl (basalt) as basement highs.

The quartz-feldspar porphyry situated near the top of the Mt. Harris Basalt (Wilson,1966)

makes a prominent magnetic horizon along the southern boundary of NMol on eastern I/ull
and western Bloods Range. The anomaly is marked in the interpretation maps as lithomagnetic

unit P. The horizon can be modeled as a shallorv northerly dipping sheetlike body (see body 2

in Figure 5.4). Furtirer to the east the horizon is abruptly truncated against the ma,gnetic zone

boundary. The quartz-feldspar porphyry outcropping at the northern boundary ofthe zone does

not produce such a marked magnetic anomaly and is probably a diferent lithological variant of

the magnetic porphyry,

The prorninent anomaly group within NMol on the western edge of Hull is caused by the

magnetic V1 units of the Mt. Harris Basalt below nonmagnetic cover. The southern edge of

this anomaly group can be seen in the northwest of the image in Figure 5.2. Modeled dips are

consistently southerly, except alorrg the southern edge of the anomaly group where they change

to northerly, indicating the presence of a possible synformal structure. This group of anomalies

Itas been discussed by Woyzbun (1968) and was attributed to uplift of the magnetic basement.
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Tlre clepth estima,tes of these anomalies made by \Ä/oyzbun (1968) at 750 m (2500 feet) would

appea,r to be too deep fi'om the work done here, which suggests a depth of the order of 250

rnctres.

Also grouped within the younger basernent is the Mannana,na, Porphyroblastic Schist. A

distinct zone of mottled magnetic texture NMoS is closely associated with the mapped arcuate

outcrop of the Schist in southern .Ilzl/. Measured magnetic susceptibilities indicate that the

Schist is considerably more magnetic than the surrounding lithologies in agreement with the

observed rnagnetic patterns.

NMo3 stretches southeasterly into Pottoyu and also has isolated occllrrences in Petermann.

All occurrences of this magnetic zone are interpreted as the magnetic response of the l\{annanana

Porphyroblastic Schist, even though litliologies which fall witb.in the zone are mapped as Pottoyu

Granite Complex on PETERMANN RANGES (as noted in Chapter  ). The northern boundary

of NMo3 is transitional, suggesting that it is dipping northwards beneath an increasing thickness

of nonmagnetic sediments.

Older Basernent Core

A large mottled zone, NMo2, in southert Bloods Range and northern Petermann continues over

the eastern edge of the study area to form a well deflned triangular zone of increased magnetic

activity. Within this zone outcrop is limited, but older basement Olia Gneiss is most common,

together with some minor Mt. Harris Basalt, Dean Quartzite and overlying Ordovician Stairway

Sandstone.

The southern boundary of the zone is sharply defined against NS3, the northern boundary

has a sharp edge but becomes more diffuse towards the south, suggesting that the contact has

a, regional southerly dip. Several linear horizons within NMol have been truncated against the

northern boundary. A distinct linear sloping regional trend is a characteristic of the zone with

a magnitude of approximately 10 nT/kilometre, increasing to the east.

The entire zone is interpreted as the older basement OIia Gneiss core of the regional recum-

bent fold. Both the younger and older basement sections of the core area of the regional fold

correlate with the Bloods Range Gravity High (see Figure 6.1 in Chapter 6). The minor occur-

Ìences of Dean Quartzite rvithin this area are likely to have been dorvnfolded from tlie upper

lirnb of the regional fold. If the outcrops were the result of upfolding from belorv, a sìgnificant

nonmagnetic zone wouid be expected in association with the outcrops. Since no such zone is

present the Quartzite is interpreted as the root zone of a synform, the upper part of rvhich has

been eroded.

The amphibolite facies Olia Gneiss has been postulated as having two distinct and separate

modes of formation by Forman and Hancock (196a):

o The l'esult of granitiza,tion and metamorphism of I\41. I{arris Basalt and Bloods Range
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Beds

r Original gleissic basement unrelated to Mt. Harris Basalt and the younger basement.

The magnetic data also indicates that the Olia Gneiss can be divided into two lithomagnetic

units. The different magnetic responses of the two units are considered to be ca,used primarily

b¡' their differences in origin, although differences in their later deformation history must also

contribute in part to their rna,gnetic character. The magnetic evidence can be used to subdivide

the gneiss into tu'o lithomagnetic groups, Al\d and AB. Unit Al\4 is interpreted as Olia Gneiss

that is the result of metamorphism and granitization of younger rocks, AB is considered to be

original gneissic basemelt.

The gneiss within NMo2 is classed as lithomagnetic unit AM due to its similar ma,gnetic re-

sponse to the younger basement and its close association (in outcrop) with the younger basement

(see the interpretation maps where the distinction has been made between the two lithomag-
netic variants). AB type Olia Gneiss is interpreted further south and is discussed in more detail

belorv.

Granites within the Fold Nappe

The granites which outcrop within the fold nappe have variable magnetic characteristics. As

rvell as outcropping granites, several anomaly groups in NMol have been interpreted as granitic

bodies though no geological evidence exists.

The granites within the fold nappe can be subdivided into two Jithomagnetic groups. The

first, G1, are generally equidimensional in shape and have significant magnetic anoma,lies or
groups of anomalies associated with them. The second, G2, are generally elongate or sheetlike

in form and weakly magnetic. Where outcropping, all the granites are correlated u'ith radioactive

highs.

The G 1 magnetic granites outcrop just south of the Bloods Range, near the eastern boundary
of HuII. The associated magnetic anomalies are complex and more extensive than the mapped

outcrop suggests. Another example of this class of granite has been interpreted in central Ilull
near tìre Hull River within NMol. This anomaly group has no associated outcrop.

The weakly magnetic granites (G2) occur as elongate outcrops near the southern boundary
of the fold nappe complex within NS3 on eastern HuIl, continuing into Petermann. Small

amplitude ma,gnetic anomalies are associated with some of these granites, and are discernable

in the nonmagnetic background of NS3. Modeling indicates a northerly dip for these sheetlike

granites.

It seems likely, both from the weak magnetic character and stratigraphic position, that the G2
granites are related to the Pottoyu Granite Complex, which is in general also weakly nagneti_c.

The magnetic G 1 gt'a,nites, rvhich occur in the core area of the fold na,ppe appear to be unrela,ted

to the Pottovu Granite Complex due to their different forrn, contrasting ma,gnetic character and
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dilïerent stra,tigra,phic position. Since the G1 granites appea,r to belong to a, diflerent suite than

the Pottoyu Granite Complex and some outcrops shorv intrusive conta,cts they are perhaps the

result of local melting and intrusion into younger basement lìthologies during the Petermann

Ralrges Orogeny.

5.4 Original Basernent

Immediately soutli of the zones discussed above is a large area of contrasting geophysical and

geological character. This area is interpreted as a window of original autocthonous basement

situated between the metasediments and metavolca,nics of the fold nappe cover sequence and

the overthrust higher grade granuLite basement to the south (see Chapter 6). This original

basement covers most of Pottoyu and Petermann and is dominated by the Pottoyu Granite

Complex and Olia Gneiss lithologies. The area includes several magnetic textural zones ranging

through granular, mottled and linear. The magnetic patterns and geological evidence in NLl
suggest that large scale basement shearing may dominate much of the structure in this area,

and relative ages can be assigned to the lithomagnetic units according to their development in

relationship to this proposed shearing.

5.4.1 Basement Shearing

Evidence for recrystalli2¿flsn and shearing within the Olia Gneiss from the Pottoyu Hills in

NLl has been noted by Forman and Hancock (196a) (see Chapter 2). However the scale of

the sheared zone was not evident from the ground based geological data, which was necessarily

collected from isolated outcrops. The magnetic data gives a much broader and complete picture

of the extent of the postulated shearing. The interpreted shear belt stretches as a curvilinear

feature trending roughly east-west across the entire width of the study area. It is manifested

as the linear magnetic zone NL1, characterized by elongate anomalies, individual examples of

rvhich can be traced for up to forty kilometres. Such linear magnetic pa,tterns can be produced

by banding and intercalations of thin magnetic horizons without shearing, but the available

evidence suggests that basement shearing is involved in this case. The proposed shear zone in

NL1 is possibly caused by deep seated east-west trending left-lateral transcurrent faulting in

the basement rocks.

Large scale Precambrian basement shear belts a,re not urÌcommon in the geological record.

A similar shear has been postulated, on the basis of a,eromagnetic evidence, in the Musgrave

Block of South Australia by Shelley and Downie (1971) between Mt. Harcus and Mt. Tietkens

(on MANN in South Australia). This zone is characterized by strong positive and negative

magnetic lineations which extend for up to 32 kilometres. It would appear that this zone is not

related to a continuation of the feature in the Petermann area. Other large scale shear zones havt

been mapped ir the Harts Range to the northeast of the study area (James and Ding, 1988).
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Ts'o spa,tially sepa,ra,ted shears, the Florence and Leaky Shear Zones are each approximatelv 20

kilornetres long and 2 kilon-retres wide, however it is considered by James and Ding (1988) that

the trvo shears represent the remnants of a single much larger zolte, up to 60 kilometres long.

The postulated shear zone in the study area affects the Olia Gneiss and a large section of the

Pottoyu Granite, mainly the granite \n Petermann. The contact between these two rock types on

Petermann can be discerned on stereo air photographs as a topographic feature. Only a subtle

difference exists betr¡,'een tire two rock types on the magnetic data and the contact appears

gradational. The OIia Gneiss is associated with larger amplìtude, better defined anomalies

and is interpreted as original gneissic basement ()ìthomagnetic unit AB). The Pottoyu Granite

Cornplex exhibits lorver amplitude magnetic anomalies.

Both measured dips from the geology and calculated dips from trvo dimensional modeling are

variable, but proflles from within NLl indicate that the majority of anomalies can be modeled

rvith southerly dipping sheets within 100 to 150 metres from the surface (see Figures 5.5). There

are several large amplitude (700-1600 nT) single line anomalies which are prominent within the

zone. \4ost of these anomalies can be modeled as strongly magnetized near surface strike limited

southerly dipping sheets which are conformable with their neighbouring anoma,lies.

Near the southern boundary of NLL in Petermann several horizons are truncated, suggesting

evidence for individual shear planes within the belt. Northrvest trending isoclinal folding is also

evident in this area. A number of northeasterly trending faults have been interpreted within the

zor-Le in Petermann

East-west trending linear features are clearly defined, both from the magnetic data and aerial

photographs within the Pottoyu Granite Complex in southeastern Peterm¿nn. These have been

interpreted as a swa m of dykes which were emplaced after the main shearing event since they

appear unaffected by the shearing. Differential weathering of the softer dyke lithologies within

the more indurate granites may have produced these prominent airphoto features.

The Pottoyu Granite Complex has been described as a variable granite (Forman and Han-

cock, 1964) which is in part gneissic. However on the geological ma,ps the granite is not differen-

tiated into its different litliological variants. The granite complex which lies within the sheared

zone (NL1)is perhaps better described as a gneissic granite on the basis of the magnetic evidence

and the geological description and has been identified as such on the interpretation maps.

South of NLl is an indistinct triangular shaped zone of mottled magnetic texture, NMo4.
In the northern section of the zone the magnetic trend directions are parallel to those within

NL1. As the distance from the contact with NL1 increases so the magnetic trends tend to

diverge from the strong southeasterly direction so typical ofthe shear belt. Towards the southern

boundary of NMo4 is a well defined thin magnetic horizon which is clearly complexly folded

into a number of fold structures. Modeling on this horizon suggests bodies similar to those found

within NL1. A prominent single line ma,gnetic anomaly in central NMo4 also resembles thè

single line anomalies in the sheared zone.
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This evidence suggests that zone NMo4 is a, remnant of the original ba,sement at the edge

of the shear belt which has been unaffected by the shearing. If this is indeed the ca,se then it
indicates that folding had taken place within the original basement along northea,sterly axial

trends prior to the shearing. Unfortunately there is only very limited outcrop rvithin the zone

and no ground observations on those outcrops to confirm this hypothesis.

5.4.2 Late Stage Granites

The granular textural zone NGl in southern Hulland northern Pottoyu correlates closely with
mapped outcrop of Pottoyu Granite Complex. The zone shows no evidence for the distinct
long linear magnetic horizons found within the sheared gneissic granite section of the Granite
Conrplex further east in Peterm,ann, although NGl directly adjoins the latter zone.

It is proposed that the granite corresponding to zone NGl is a later stage intrusion than
the sheared NL1 granite, and was emplaced after the shearing event. The emplacement of
this granite may have been controlled by crustal weaknesses resulting from the shear. The
southern boundary of NGl is a distinct linear magnetic low, best seen in processed versions

of the magnetic data (Appendix A). The northern boundary has, in places, large amplitude
anomalies (e.g. in southern llzll) suggesting the granite is of an intrusive nature, emplaced into
relatively cooler country rocks at a high crustal level; the notable large amplitude anomalies

perhaps produced by contact metamorphism.

The easternmost boundary is a distinct linear magnetic feature which separates the sheared

(Ntl) and unsheared (NGl) members of the Pottoyu Granite Complex. Several weak south-
easterly trending ünear magnetic features have been interpreted as dykes within the late stage

granite intrusion.

On the western edge of southern Pottoyu and continuing into Cockburn is a distinct semi-

circular granular magnetic zone NG2, with a smooth zone NS5 on its northern boundary.
Both these zones fall witliin the a,rea of the Cobb Gravity Depression (Lonsdale and Flavelle,
1968) (see Figure 6.1 in Chapter 6). The Cobb Depression is an elongate gravity low rvhich
begins within the study area and stretches several hundred kilometres northrvest across Western
Australia. In the study area the Depression is a 35-40 mGal gravity lorv.

The source of the Cobb Gravity anomaly has been attributed to a Permian basin filled with
sediments of glacial origin (Lonsdale and Flavelle, 1968; Daniels, 1974). This hypothesis is
based on outcrop and borehole evidence (Farbridge, 1967) from \Ä¡estern Australia. Drillhole
D59 intersected at least 120 metres (400 feet) of sediments in the Cobb Depression a,pproximately
50 kilometres southeast of the Giles Meteorological station.

It seems likely that the smooth magletic zone NS5 which lies in the northern section of
the Cobb Depression is the magnetic response of a shallow basin filled with these Permian
sediments, which deepens towards the east. The majority of the Cobb Depression in the study
area is domina,ted by the granular zone NG2, which is not the typical magnetic expression
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of a sedimenta,ry ba,sin. NG2 is interpreted as a weakly magnetic granitoid u'hich has been

empla,c.ed after the shearing event. This interpretation is confirmed by drilihole D58 (Farbridge,

1967) rvhich encountered weathered acidic gneiss a,t a shallow depth. The granite is possibly

related to the granite on the northern side of the shear zone (NGl discussed above). Linear

trends within NG2 have similar southeasterly orientation to those within NGl, and have been

similarly interpreted as dykes within the granite. A series of strong .nqmalies near the northern

boundary of NG2 correlate with mapped outcrops of OIia Gneiss. These outcrops are considered

to be large scale xenoliths or roof penda,nts of original gneissic basement within the granitoid,

the remnants of the sheared basement through which the granite intruded.

Though no surface evidence for the gra,nite is available, either in the Northern Territory or

\\¡estern Australia, the interpretation is corroborated by the radiometric data. On the total
count and potassium channel images (see Chapter 4, Figures 4.1 ar.d 4.2) a zoîe of higher

radioactivity is evident in the area of the interpreted granite. This would be expected from a
subcropping granite with a cover derived in part from residual material from the granite, since

granites are typically more radioactive than other lithologies in the study area (see Tables 4.1

ar'd 4.2-4.5, Chapter 4).

If standard densities for granites (2.65 9 cm-3), sediments (2.63 g c*-3) and amphibolite

courtry rock (2.7 g crn-3) are used in a 2l dimensional gravity model the granite must extend

to a depth of the order of 20-25 kilometres to produce an anomaly of the magnitude of the Cobb

Depression within the study area.

To confirm the interpretation of this subcropping granite, the outcrops in the area should be

examined carefully and some suitably placed drillholes would be usefui. Good quality sernide-

tailed aeromagnetic data from the Western Australian section of the Cobb Gravity Depression

rvould also be helpful.

5.5 Folding within the Northern Domain

Folding discernable from aeromagnetic interpretation is not abundant lvithin the Northern Do-

main. In order to interpret folded horizons they must produce magnetic anomalies rvhich register
on several flight lines (each flight line being 500 metres apart). This means that folding must
be quite large scale. The sense of folding (synform, antiform) can be determined by modeling
the anomalies in each limb of the interpreted fold for dips, though this cannot always be done

successfully. Hence large scale (kilometre or larger) plunging folds within magnetic rocks can

be located. Much of the Northern Domain is covered by nonmagnetic sediments which pre-

clude the location of many folds using aeromagnetics whicli are possibly clearly visible in aerial
photographs or in outcrop within the sediments.

This survey confirms the regional scale antiform-synform pair which had been previousþ
interpreted from the outcrop pattern on northeaslern Bloods Range. This prominent fold pair,
at the edge of the Amadeus Basin, has an east-west trending axis and clearly folds the magnetic
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zones, NBL, NS2 and NMo1.
A previously unrecoguized regional scale fold is interpreted within the basement core (NMo2)

itr southern Bloods Ronge and northern Petermanrz and is clearly discernable on the local con-

trast stretched version of the total field magnetics. (see Figure 4.5 in Appendix A). The fold
has a north-northrvest trending axial plane and closes to the south. The eastern limb dips to
the west; dips on the western limb could not be determined due to the poor definition of the
anornalies in that area. The consistent westerly dips for the eastern limb suggest that the fold
is a synform. The magnetic trends in the fold structure agree closely with the gneissosity trends
on the geological map, however lack of outcrop in the nose of the fold prevented the structure
from being defined from the ground based data.

Variable calculated dips from the western end of NBL (northern HulI and Blood,s Range)
suggest complex structute, possibly marked by upright folding withiu the zone. Individual folds
can not be defined due to the difrculty of delineating upright folds at depth from aeromagnetic
data where an anticüne can produce a similar magnetic response to a single dipping horizon.
Another upright synform is postulated within NMol in the anomaly group at the far western
edge of HuIl where modeled dips show marked changes frorn south to north.

Foldiug within the original basement is more easily distinguishable due to the higlier magnetic
activity of the lithologies. A number of tight to isoclinal folds have been delineated in NL1,
particularly near the southern boundary of the zone. The axes trend northrvest. It is probable
that some of the elongate horizons within that zone are isoclinaly folded, but the fold closures

are not resolved.

Folding in NMo4 in the form of several open, easterly plunging synforms on a single well
defined magnetic horizon suggest that the original Olia Gneissic basement had undergone folding
prior to the shearing event.

5.6 Faulting within the Northern Domain

Only occasionally are faults directly observable as aeromagnetic anomalies. lt{agnetic lows can
develop rvithin fault zones due to near surface martitization and hydration of magnetite in the
zones? mainly due to the presence of water (Henkel and Guzman,I}TT). Magnetic highs are also
noted associated with faults, perhaps as the result of fluid movement from depth precipitating
magnetic minerals, as is the case with the \4ann Fault, which is discussed in more detail in
Chapter 6' Where anomalies are the direct result of faulting they have been marked on the
interpretation maps with the symbol F. More commonly faults can be defined by the align-
ment of magnetic highs, lows or gra,dients into linear fea,tures (Parker Gay, lg72,1g73) or by
displacements of magnetic horizons.

Faults are common in the Northern Domain. Within the cover sequence fold nappe they
treud preclominantly northerly. Several large, r+'ell deflned strike-slip faults cut zone NBL,
NS1 and NS2 and continue into NMo2 in northern Bloorls Range. These faults displace both
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nraglìetic horizons and zone boundaries with approximately 1 kilometre of movement, suggesting

that they developed a,fter the regional fold structure.

A series of en echelon, predorninantly left lateral strike-slip faults are prominent within

NMol in western fiull. Displacements on these faults are of the order of several kilometres.

A similar series of faults has been mapped in the nonmagnetic Dean Quartzite outcrops within

NS2 on BLOODS RANGE just north of the interpreted faults, confirming that the features

continue into the nonmagnetic areas.

The northern boundary of NMo2 in central Bloods Range is marked by a complex system

of cross cutting interpreted faults with evidence that a series of northwest trending faults have

been displaced by a later developed system of northeast trending strike-slìp faults.

Another group of northeast trending strike-slip faults displaces the eastern ümb of the re-

gional scale fold in NMo2 in southeastern Bloods Range and northeastern Petermann which has

been discussed in Section 5.5. It is probable that these features are of the same system as those

lvith similar trends noted further north in the zone, and may be related to the developmelt of
the large scale fold which dominates the mottled zone.

Faulting within the original basement is restricted to short (2-a km) northeast trending

features within zone NL1 and some southeasterly faults in the south of the zone. The well

defined curvilinear feature which separates the two types of granitic lithomagnetic units (zones

NG1 and NL1 within the area of original basement on northern Pottoyu) may be a deep seated

bounding fault which has acted to control the emplacement of the younger NG1 granite.



Chapter 6

Southern Mrgnetic Dornain

6.1- Introduction

Tlre Southern Magnetic Domain covers most of the southern two map sheet s (Cockburn and
Duffielil). The magnetic activity in the Domain is much higher than that of the Northern
Domain, and reflects the near surface high grade metamorphic rocks v'hich make up much of
the southern area. Large zones of muricate magnetic textures are interpreted within the Domain,
as well as a number of circular/elliptical features and less magnetically active zones.

The magnetic response in the Southern Domain is complex, and the available geological
control is severely limited by lack of outcrop. These two factors make the interpretation of the
data a difficult problem and in the absence of any well defined regional structural picture the
Southern Domain will be discussed in terms of the interpreted lithomagnetic units. Two major
Iithomagnetic units have been identifled in the Domain:

1. Strongly Magnetic Basement Complex (81),

2. Moderately Magnetic Basement Complex (82).

Further areas of weakly magnetic lithologies are delineated as well as a number of circular
and elliptical features.

Tliis chapter is designed to be used in conjunction with the interpretation maps (plates 5
and 6 at the back of this thesis).

6.2 The Domain Boundary

The boundary between tlte Northern and Southern Magnetic Domain is a prominent geophysical
featuÏe. In the magnetic data it is manifested as a high amplitude magnetic anomaly along part
of its length, which decreases in amplitude to the west and eastern edges of the study area,
where it becomes a conta,ct between high magnetic re[ef to the south and lower relief to thì
north.

o5
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The Southern Domain is also rnarked by promìnent regional a,nornalies in both the ra,diomet-

ric and gravity data. The radiometrics show a, general lowering of the ra,dioa,ctivity level over the

Southern Dorna,in (see Chapter 4, Figures 4.1-4.3). This is consistent with both the decrease

i¡ anount of outcrop and the expected decrease in ra,dioelement concentra'tions in lithologies of

higher metamorphic grade (Lambert and Heier, 1967). The gravity data exhibits a large high,

the Blackstone Gravity Plateau (Lonsdale and Flavelle, 1968), which correlates closely with the

Southern Magnetic Domain (see Figure 6.1). A steep gravity gradient is centred on the Domain

bounda,ry, although the exa,ct form and position of the gradient is difrcult to define due to the

rvide gravity station spacings. All of these geophysical features tend to confirm that the South-

ern \{a,gnetic Domain is the higher density, higher metamorphic grade granulite terrain within

the ltdusgrave Block which is separated from the lower grade amphibolite facies gneisses by the

\4¡oodrofle Thrust. Smith (1979) notes that the mylonites of the Woodroffe Thrust in South

Australia have no distinct magnetic signature, but tlie Woodroffe Thrust a,ppears to separate a

zone of lorver magnetic relief to the north from higher relief to the south. The magnetic data

analysed in this project confirms that the Woodroffe Thrust has a similar magnetic expression

in the Northern Territory, although it is associated with a magnetic high of 300-550 nT along

some of its length.

Attempts to model the magnetic and gravity data across the Domain boundary as simple

geological contacts were not successful. The gravity stations are widely spaced (11 kilometre

grid) wiiich makes it difrcult to model near surface features. Mathur (1976) considered the

gravity field in this part of central Australia to be strongly influenced by deep crustal/mantle

sources. The gravity data available to the author was obtained from digitizing and gridding

1:250 000 scale gravity maps obtained from the N.T.G.S. and detailed modeling was felt to be

inappropriate due to the nature of the data. A closely spaced gravity profile across the magnetic

Domain boundary would better define the details and form of the large gravity gradient in that

area. Such a profile would yield much useful information on the nature of the geological contact

by accurately locating the position of the contact, defined from the magnetic data, relative to

the gravity gradient and so yield accurate information on the dip of the contact. Modeled dips

on individual magnetic anomalies in the area of the Domain boundary are variable, as may be

expected in the highly deformed zone associated with a nea horizontal thrust fauit.

On the western edge of the study area the \\¡oodroffe Thrust follorvs the southern boundary

of the interpreted NG2 granite and crosses into \Ã/estern Australia. The Thrust has not been

recognized in geological mapping in Western Australia, although a poorly deflned structural dis-

continuity has beer postulated in the area (Horrvitz et al..r 1967; Daniels, 1972; Daniels, I974).

This structure, knorvn as the Giles Discontinuity, has been proposed to explain the contrasting

metamorphic a,nd structural character seen on either side of a northeasterly linear trend approx-

irnately 40 kilometres west of the Western Australian border. Daniels (1974) considered that

this feature is a, transcurrent fault which continues northward benea,th the Cobb Depression and
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Figure 6.1: Regional Gravity Field in the Study Area
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joins a, bounding fault northwest of the Dean Range. Unfortuna,tely it is covered along most of
its length by a,n extensive sheet of calcrete. The bounding fault in the Dean Ranges on SCOTT
does not shorv marked structural or metamorphic differences on either side.

The informa,tion revealed in the geophysical data in this study suggests as an alternative
explanation that the Giles Discontinuity is the possible continuation of the Woodroffe Thrust
into Western Australia. This implies that the Discontinuity does not trend northwards beneath
the Cobb Depression, but swings to the east along the southern edge of the Depression. Further
evidence is recluired to confirm this interpreta,tion, and a semidetailed aeromagnetic survey would
probably be the most useful information to help solve the problem, together with careful study
of the metamorphic grade and structural conditions on either side of the discontinuity.

To the east of the study area the Woodroffe Thrust enters a region of very complex magnetic
character and is discussed in more detail below (see section 6.5).

6.3 Strongly Magnetic Basement Complex

The Southern Domain can be subdivided into two lithomagnetic units, a strongly magnetic base-

melt complex and a moderately magnetic complex. The strongly magnetic basement complex is

characterized by large amplitude magnetic anomalies and complex magletic patterns restricted
to the muricate magnetic textural zones and has been marked on the interpretation maps as

lithomagnetic unit 81. The high magnetic a,ctivity of the strongly magnetic basement complex
suggests that this unit may be predominantly mafic granulite basement. Mafic granulites have
been noted by Collerson et al. (1972) to make up to 9% of the granulite rocks in parts of the
À4usgrave Block in S.A.

The most distinct zone is SMu2 in central Duffietd (see figure 6.2). This zone forms an
envelope around a number of apparently isolated outcrops which have been interpreted on the
geological maps as Olia Gneiss, but re-interpreted in this work as Musgrave-Mann Metamorphics
(see Chapter 4). Stronglv magnetic basement complex is also located in zone SMul in northern
Cockburn which continues across southern Petermann and into Duffietrt. Mapped outcrop rvithin
SMul is restrjcted to photointerpreted Olia Gneiss. The zone runs along the Domain boundary
on the eastern side of the study area.

Modeled susceptibilities of individual horizons within SMu2 are in the range 0.015-0.245 S.I.
and part of the zone can be modeled as a vertical sided block of higher magnetic susceptibility
rvithin a lower susceptibility backgrould (see Figure 6.3).

The magnetic data atd limited outcrop in SMu2 suggest a basement core structure of rnafic
granulite rocks, which have a higher concentration of magnetite than surroulding lithologies, as
the source. The zone possibly defines a regional structural high in the form of a dome in which
extensive early folding and faulting ha,ve taken place. Much of the subsequent structure defined
bv the maguetic data (SMul, SG1, SMoS) a,ppears to wrap around this prominent basement
unit, suggesting that it is a central structural featul,e.
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The strongly magnetic ba,sement within SMul is an elongate fea,ture stretching the width of

tlie study area. The southern boundary of the zone in the west of the study area is a prominent

magnetic low suggesting that the zone is a normally nagnetized block of higher rnagnetic sus-

ceptibility than the surrounding lithologies. \{agnetic trends in the zone are generally east-west

in the west and swinging around to southeast in the east of the area, parallel to the Domain

boundary. There a,re numerous tightly folded horizons interpreted in the western section of the

zone, a1l of which have an east-west axial trend, and they are considered to be of the same

deformation event as the similar folds defined in SMu2.

6.4 Moderately Magnetic Basement Cornplex

Most of tl-re Southern Domain is interpreted as moderately magnetic basement complex, litho-

nagnetic unit B2 on the interpretation maps, corresponding mainly with mottled textural zones.

The moderately magnetic basement complex is considered as predominantly quartzofeldspathic

lithologies which are reported to make up to 90% of the granulite terrain in South Australia

(Collerson et aI. (7972)). Quartzofeldspathic units generally have a low percentage of magnetic

minerals and hence are expected to exhibit a lorver magnetic activity than the maf.c granulites.

SMo2 and SMo4 make up the ma,gnetic background for much of the Southern l)omain.

Outcrop within SMo2 is scarce, but there is considerable Musgrave-\{ann Metamorphics out-

cropping in SMo4. In some cases magnetic boundaries transgress outcrops which appear uni-

form in aerial photographs (southeastern Cockburn). The boundary between SMoS and SMo4

in southern Cockburn is ìikely to be a fault related feature for at least part of its length, since

it correlates with a very prominent airphoto lineament near Mt. Samuel (southern Cockburn).

The area in southeasbern Cockburn is one of the few places in the Southern Domain where a

significant amount of outcrop would allow a detailed examination of the lithological expression

of some of the interpreted magnetic boundaries.

Another large area of moderately magnetic basement complex occurs in zone SMoS in central

Cockburn, This prominent zone in the Southern Domain crosses the western edge of tlie study

area into Western Australia. Again, there is only very limited outcrop within the zone. Some

rapakivi granites and granite gneisses outcroppingin SCOT?in W.A. arelikely tobe within the

western continuation of the zone. SMoS has a higher magnetic amplitude than the surrounding

areas and rnagnetic trends are dominantly east-lvest. The zone thins rapidly to the ea,st and is

orly several kilometres wide in Duffield, where it is truncated against SG1.

The geological signiflcance of the zone is problematical and the limited outcrop u,'liich lies

within the zone requires a more detailed examination than is presently available to enable a

valid interpreta,tion. Despite this inconclusive evidence the magnetic data still furnishes useful

information on the large area, which is reasonably magnetically homogeneous and displays sharp

boundaries around much of its border. A minor arnount of extra geological information which

could perhaps be gathered with limited a,ccess to the area, would be of great assistance in the
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interpretation.

A further alea of moderately magnetic basement complex in SMol is located in northern

Cockburn and continues into southern Pottogu along the Donain boundary. The zone has limited

outcrop, with only some isolated photointerpreted OIia Gneiss. The magnetic activity in the

southern section of the zone is low but increases to the north towards the Domain boundary

rvhere there are a number of well defined magnetic horizons which exhibit variable modeled dip

directions. Some of these horizons are truncated agaÍnst the eastern contact of the interpreted

NGz granite. Deformation, in the form of faulting and folding, is clearly seen in the northeast

corner of the zone, associated with the Woodroffe Thrust which defines the Domain boundary.

The southern boundary of the zone is a sharp contact but does not exhibit any strong

magnetic anomalies; it is possibly related to a bounding fault or unconformity against the more

magnetica,lly active ma c unit in SMu1.

6.5 'Weakly Magnetic Basement Complex

There are two areas which exhibit an uncharacteristic subdued magnetic response in the South-

ern Domain, zone SG1 in southern Duffield and SG2 in southern Cockburn.

SG1 is agranular zone containing only limited areas of mapped outcrop of granite and high

grade metamorphics. In the lack of other evidence there are several potential explanations for

its existence. One of these is that the area is covered by a shallow, possibly Cainozoic, basin

rvith a generally thicker sequence of cover material than elsewhere in the Southern Domain.

This rvould result in a subdued magnetic response over the otherwise strongly or moderately

magnetic basement complex beneath the cover.

Another possibility is that the zone represents a re-entrant of the \\'oodroffe Thrust. It has

been well established that the amphibolite facies gneiss and granite which are found beneath the

\\¡oodroffe Thrust in the Northern Domain are considerably lower in magnetic activity than the

overlying granulite gneisses of the Southern Domain, It is possible that zone SG1 is a window

through the uppermost plate of the Thrust and the margins of the zone a,re the trace of the

\4¡oodrofe Thrust. A similar large scale re-entrant of the Thrust has been mapped on geological

evidence to the east of the study a ea on PETERMAATN RANGE^9 and can be clearly seen in

recently flown a,eromagnetics over that area as a complex zone of decreased magnetic activity.

Tlre magnetic data on the sheets directly east of Duffield (primarily on Butler Dome) is very

complex but several isolated zones of increased activity could be interpreted as klippen of the

\Aroodroffe Thrust, one of which involves Dean Quartzite. If the latest movement on the Thrust

is 540 my (Maboko et al., 1987) then it rvould be possible for the Dean Quartzil"eto be involved

in the thrusting, since the quartzite is of upper Proterozoic age. If this is the case then some

of the stnall granite outcrops mapped in SGl may be similar in composition to the Pottoyl
Cìranite Complex.

A third interpretation of the zone, based on the B.\4.R.. Mann-\Ä¡oodrofle aeromagnetic data,
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has been made by Shelley and Dowrrie (1971) who suggest that ala,rge area of weakly magnetic

granite may correla,te with the subdued magnetic response of the zone'

Tlre otlrer weakly magnetic area is a granular textural zone, SG2, in southern Cockburn.

SG2 is interpreted to be a combination of an increasing thickness of cover and the Claude Hills

member of the Giles Complex intrusions. The minor ultrabasic outcrops within the zone have

been associated with the Claude Hills member of the Giles Complex by Forman (1972). Previous

geopliysical work over other members of the Giles Complex in S.A. has shown that most of the

intrusions are characterized by a negative magnetic anomaly with a positive near the southern

boundary, indicating strong reveïse remanent magnetization (Smith, 1979; Shelley and Downie,

1971). SG2 is a prominent negative magnetic anomaly but the southern boundary of the zone

is not within the study area.

The size of the magnetic zone suggests that the Claude Hills Intrusion is considerably larger

than the outcrop suggests. A detailed gravity survey over the area may be useful in better

defining the extent and shape of the intrusive body, since other Giles Complex bodies have a

significant positive density contrast (Smith, 1979).

6.6 Circular/Elliptical Features

Scattered throughout the Southern Domain are a number of circular and elliptical magnetic

features which have been numbered on the interpretation maps for identification as C1-C12.

They vary in both size and magnetic characteristics and can be divided into four main groups

on the basis of their magnetic response. Most of the anomalies can be classified into one of these

groups:

1. Magnetic Highs,

2. Magnetic Lows,

3. Normally N{agnetically Polarized (highs in north, Iows in south),

4. Reversely Magnetically Polarized (lows in north, highs in south).

C1 and C12 on Coclcburn fall into the first class (magnetic highs) as does C5 in northern

Duffield. C5 appears to have similar magnetic characteristics to the neiglibouring strongly

magnetic basement zone SMu2,and is likely to be an isolated section of the strongly magnetic

basement complex within SMu2. Magnetic lows are represented by a very prominent low in

southeastern Cockburn C9, and a more subdued feature, C7, in central Coclcburn. An example

of a norrnally polarized feature can be found in northwestern Duffield, C4 and in southwestern

Cockbu.nt C6 shows evidence of reverse magnetic polarization.

Several of the features are only subtle changes in ma,gnetic character from their surrounding

background and cannot be deflnitely pla,ced in one of the above four classifications.
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\\Iithout any geological control it is difficult to further ca,tegorize these anomalies. Several of

the rnagnetic fea,tures correspond to isolated rnapped outcrop, most of which is photointerpreted

Olia Gneiss giving little help in the problem. The only fea,ture wholly in good outcrop is the

C9 lorv in southeastern Cocßburn over mapped N{usgrave-Mann lt{etamorphics. Examination

of air photographs of the region revealed no apparent lithological variations in the a,rea. The

anomaly is also clea,rly visible in the earlier B.l\,f .R. Mann-Woodroffe aeromagnetic survey which

has a, much broader flight line spacing than the Petermann survey. A distinct radiometric high

is associa,ted with C9 and is visible in the total count, potassium and thorium channels, which

suggests that the anomaJy has near surface expression and may be a pluton of acidic composition.

Furthel ground follorv up is required to confirrn this interpretation.

The circular and elliptical anomalies throughout the Soutliern Domain are interpreted as

igneous intrusions of unspecified composition, although C11 in southern Duffield is interpreted

as a rveakly magnetic granite on the basis of its subdued magnetic response. The features are

distributed throughout the Domain, some within magnetic zones and sone on the boundary

betrveen zones. Differences in the gross magnetic polarization of the individual bodies indicate

that they have undergone different magnetic histories, related to differences in composition and

their tirne of emplacement.

6.7 Folding within the Southern Domain

Several generations of folding have been recognized in the granulite gneisses of the Musgrave

Block in South Australia. Goode (1970) identified three phases of folding in the gneisses sur-

rounding the Kalka and Ewarara Giles Complex intrusions. The oldest has a northeast to

north-northwest axial trend. This was followed by a second open to fairly tight folding event

rvith an east-west trend. A third phase was recognised but structures rvere too poorly defined

to characterize the style of folding. Moore (1970) recognized twofolding events in the granulites

around the Gosse Pile intrusion, both having east-west axial trends.

Folding interpreted from the aeromagnetic data from the Southern Domain is common,

particularly in the areas of strongly magnetized basement complex. In SMu2 open to tiglit
east-west folding is evident at several localities. It is difficult to discern whether these folds

represent two separate generations of folding, one tight folding and one with a more open style,

or a single event with a variable fold style. Open northeasterly folds are also evident in the

south of SMu2. Two generations of faulting are present in SMu2 one trending northwest

and another trending northeast. Some of the fold structures have been displaced by the later

faulting. East-west folds have been delineated in SMul and one particularly well defined folded

horizon in central Cockbunthas been recognized as an easterly plunging synform. It is considered

that these structures were produced by the sa,me deformation event as those folds recognised in

SMu2.

There has been deformation of horizons associated with the circular/elliptical anornaly C3
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u'ithin SMul on northeastern Cocßburn, suggesting that either the igneous bocly intruded and

deformed the pre-existing magnetic horizons or rotation of the intrusion after empla,cement

caused deformafion of the neighbouring magnetic horizons. A sirnilar folded horizon is evident

near tlre western edge of C1 on Pottoyu/Cockburn.

Folding is less conìmon in the moderately ma,gnetic basement complex. In SMo4 in the

vicinity of the boundary betweel Duffield ard Cockburrt two sets of folds are recognized one

rvith ar-r east-west a;iial trend and another trending north-south to northwest-southeast. One

exanple of fold interference suggests that the east-west trending fold set has been refolded by

the la,ter north-south trending set. Well defined tight east-west folding is evident in northern

SMo3. Southeasterly trending folds are interpreted in the vicinity of the Domain boundary in

SMol on southern Peterntann.

It should be noted that since the survey flight lines run meridionally there is a bias tov'ards

nagnetic features rvith a latitudinal trend in the geophysical data, and only rarely are north-
south trending structures rvell defined.

6.8 Faulting \¡ithin the Southern Domain

Faults are prominent in the Southern Domain. The largest is marked by zone SBL in south-

eastern Cockburn. This zone has a distinctive broad lir.ear magnetic high at its centre and a

surrounding a ea of increased magnetic activity. The whole zone is interpreted as the ma,gnetic

expression of tlie N{ann Shear Zone.

The Mann Shear Zone has been mapped in South Australia as a steep southerly dipping

mylonite zone and is associated with a distinctive linear magnetic anomaly (Smith, 1979) of

100-1000 nT (Shelley and Downie, 1971). The central anomaly in SBL adjoins the a,nomaly

associated with the Ntlann Fault in South Australia, and is a positive magnetic feature of 400-900

nT. The section of the anomaly in the Northern Territory has been previously attributed to the

magnetic expression of the Mann Fault by Smith (1979) on the basis of the Mann-Woodrofle

aeromagnetic survey.

The central anomaly is interpreted to be the magnetic expression of the mylonite zone of the

fault and has been modeled as dipping southerly at between 30-60 degrees, rvhich is consistent

rr'itir geological observations (Thomson, 1966). Lateral displacement of the order of one kilometre

on the central mylonite zolle are interpreted to be caused by three northeasterly strike-slip faults.

A major dislocation of the central anomaly of the fault is evident in south central Coclçburn. A
Ieft-lateral northeasterly cross cutting shear zone with about 5 kilometres of displacement and

approximately 4 kilometres wide is interpreted as the cause of the offset. This later shearing

event lras the same trend as a similar feature mapped further south on AIANN. It does not

appear to have displaced the neighbouring zone boundaries, suggesting that both the Mann

Shear Zone and the cross cutting shear are older than the development of the adjacent magnetic

zotìes.
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Interpreted faults rvithin zone SMo3 dorninantly trend northwesterly, *'hich is in contrast to

tlre majority of faults interpreted further ea,st on Drffield, which are mainly north tonortheast-

erly, and probablv indicates different periods of deformation affecting the strongly magnetic and

moderately magnetic basement complexes. Cross cutting faults in unit B1 in northern SMu2

imply that the northwesterly set a,re younger rela,tive to the northeasterly trending set. The Do-

nrain boundary has been displaced at severalloca,tions on Peterntannand Duffield by strike-slip

faults of variable trend, obviously developed after the movement on the \Äroodroffe Thrust.

Several long northwesterly trending magnetic lineations cut across the Southern Domain and

are quite clearly discernable in the directionally filtered magnetic images. Magnetic lineaments

have not been marked on the interpretation maps since large numbers of such linear features can

be interpreted and tend to result in an interpretation map which is difficult to use effectively. The

northwesterly trending features are worthy of note for their exceptional length (60 kilometres).

They may be the magnetic response of a northwest trending dyke swarm, similar trending dykes

have been noted further south (Thomson and lt4ajor, 1968).

The structural evidence revealed from the aeromagnetic interpretation indicates that litho-

magnetic units B1 and 82 have different deformational histories possibly related to differences

in age and original crustal depth. The units have probably been juxtaposed into their present

positions by extensive faulting and deformation during uplift of the Musgrave Block.



Chapter 7

Conclusiorls and Discussion

7.L Introduction

The collection and interpretation of airborne magnetic and ¡adiometric data over the Petermann

Ranges area, which is characterized by lack of outcrop and access difficulties, is the first stage

i1 a project to improve the geological understanding of the region. Additional processing and

detailed interpretation of the geophysical data has led to a better understanding of the geology

and structure in and around the study area, both in locations where the geology is known from

outcrop and where no outcrop is available. The geophysical data have been used to subdivide

the area into a number of magnetic textural zones and two larger magnetic domains, a Northern

and a Southern Domain, which reflect broad scale geological structure.

This chapter presents an overview of the significant results rvhich have come out of the

interpretation of the geophysical data, in the form of a brief geological history of the area,

developed from the geological literature and expanded using the information revealed from the

interpretation.

7.2 Interpreted Geological History

The oldest rocks in the study area are the amphibolite facies gneisses, dated between 1525-

1575 my by Maboko et al. (1.987) and the granulite facies Musgrave-Mann Metamorphics. Most

workers concur (Goode, 1970; Moore, 1970; Thomson, 1975) tl-Lat these lithologies were laid

dorvn as a sedimentary sequence, witli the metamorphic layering now visible in the rocks being

related to the original sedimentary layering. Tlie high grade metamorphics have undergone a

complex multiphase deformation history. Goode (op. cit.) notes three phases of folding in the

granulite around the Kalka and Ewarara members of the Giles Complex, Moore (1970) reports

two phases of folding in the high grade rocks surrounding the Gosse Pile intrusion. Forman and

Shaw (1973) note that tliere is evidence for at least two periods of metamorphism witliin the

granulites of the southwest of the study area.

The geophysical data analysed in this study ha,s defined a series of previously unrecognized

76
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inportant structural and lithological boundaries which indicate a cornplex deformation history

of the high grade basement rocks in the study area.

The granulite fa,cies gneisses of the Southern À{agnetic Domain, which have been previously

mapped as a single unit, have been subdivided into two lithomagnetic units, a strongly magnetic

mafic granulite and a, moderately magnetic quartzofeldspathic granulite unit. The strongly

ma,gnetic basement complex in SMul and SMu2 is interpreted as a ba,sement core in the

Southern Magnetic Domain. The areas exhibit two and possibly three generations of folding

delineated from the aeromagnetic data. A number of east-west trending folds with a style

that varies from open to tigirt may represent two separate fold generations, a further event is

represented by open northeasterly trending folds. The former set of folds have been displaced

by a later series of faulting.

The moderately magnetic quartzofeldspathic granulites in the Southern Domain exhibit a

different deformation history, with both east-west and north-south trending folding events. The

quartzofeldspathic units possibly represent a younger cover sequence to the strongly magnetic

basement complex, but they are unrelated to the lithologies of the Northern Magnetic Domain.

The trvo different l-ithomagnetic units have been juxtaposed into their present positions by ex-

telsive uplft of the Musgrave Block and associated deformation and faulting along the magnetic

zone boundaries.

Several of the circular/elliptical magnetic features in the Southern Domain are closely asso-

ciated with magnetic zone boundaries (C2, C3, C4,Cl2) and are interpreted as igneous bodies

s,'hich have intruded along crustal weaknesses developed by faulting along those boundaries.

Much of the amphibolite facies gneisses in the Northern Magnetic Domain are interpreted

as original gneissic basement. The results of an early folding event in the gneiss are evident in

zone NMo4 where a thin well defrned magnetic horizon is folded into a number of northwesterly

trending folds.

The emplacement of the Giles Complex intrusions preceeded the major faulting which has

been mapped southof the study area(Mann, Hinckley fadts), (Goocle, 1970). The Giles Com-

plex is represented in the study area by a zone of subdued magnetic character associated with

the Claude Hills intrusion in the Southern Magnetic Domain. One of the large scale faults, the

Mann Fault Zone, is characterized in the area by a 400-900 nT magnetic high which adjoins a

similar magnetic anomaly in Soutli Australia. This central magnetic high is believed to be asso-

ciated with the mylonite zone of the fault and modeled dips indicate that it is a steep southerly

dipping feature. The other major fault in the area, the Woodroffe Thrust, Day also have been

initially active at this early stage.

Intrusion of much of the Pottoyu Granite Complex and other Kulgeran Granites u'ithin the

À{usgrave Block around 1100 my was possibly accompanied by the intrusion of sorne of the

circular/elliptical magnetic features noted in the Southern Domain. This period of intrusion

is interpreted as being followed by large scale basement shea,ring afecting the Olia Gneiss and

Granites.
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The a,rea of linear magnetic texture in the Northern Domain which has been interpreted here

as a basernent shear zone is a,pproximately 20 kilometres wide along most of its 100 kilometre

length and trends east-west a,cross the width of the study area. The shearing has overprinted

the previously formed structures within the Olia Gneiss to form thin elongate magnetic horizons

within the original basement Olia Gneiss and much of the Pottoyu Granite Complex. Individual

southeasterly trending shear planes are discernable in the magnetic data, together with tight

folding witli a simiiar axial trend. Cross cutting short northeasterly faults are also interpreted in

the zone. The shear zone may have been caused by a left-lateral strike-slip fault at depth, active

before the main period of movement on the Woodroffe Thrust, although this interpretation lacks

fi.r'm evidence.

Follorving the shearing event a further period of granitic emplacement prevailed. A large

section of the Pottoyu Granite Complex in Hull and Pottoyu was emplaced, and the interpreted

granitoid body on southrn'estern Pottoyu was probably intruded at the same time through the

previously formed shear zone. The latter granitic body shows evidence for large scale fragments

of the sheared material as xenoliths or roof pendants. Southeasterly trending dykes were enì-

placed in both these granites somewhat later. Another set of east-west dykes was emplaced

along the eastern edge of the study area within the zone of shearing and one shows magnetic

evidence for dipping to the south.

Following this period of igneous activity the volcanics of the younger basement were extruded

in the north and to the west of the study area and this event was unconformably follorved by

a marine incursion and the deposition of the Dean Quaúzite in a stable shelf environment

(Forman, 1972) followed by the deposition of the evaporitic Pinyinna Beds, Inindia Beds and

\\¡innall Beds.

The end of the Precambrian saw the development of the regional recumbent folding during

the compressional Petermann Ranges Orogeny in the Northern Magnetic Domain and along

much of the margin of the Amadeus Basin. This was probably accompanied by further uplift

of tlre Musgrave Block and mobilization along the \Ároodrofe Thrust. Granitic bosses and

plugs intruded the folded metasediments in the Northern Magnetic Domain, perhaps the result

of localzed melting and metamorphism of the younger basement lìthologies. Mapped OIia

Gneiss within the area of the fold nappe is also interpreted as the result of metamorphism

and granitization of the younger basement, as suggested by Forman and l{ancock (1964), and

is differentiated from the basemer-Lt Olia Gneiss which occurs further south.. Regional scale

open folding in NMo2 also proba,bly developed at this time. North-south trending strike-slip

faults are considered to have developed after the regional folding in the sediments and younger

basement, since they clearly cut across magnetic zones and the regional scale folding along the

edge of the basin. Srna,ller scale faulting across magnetic zones and the Domain boundary also

developed after the main structural events of the Petermann Ranges Orogeny and movement

on the Woodrofle Thrust. Faulting within magnetic zones may have developed during the main

deformation event.
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Further uplift and erosion deposited the I4t. Currie Conglomera,te towa,rds the basin ofÏ

tlre ne'rvly formed Peterma,nn R,anges (Forman, 7972). Marine sedimentation took place in the

Ordovician when thin outliers of the marine Stairway Sandstone developed in the study area

(Cook, 1972).

The final signiflcant geological event to be recorded in the ma,gnetic data was the deposition

of sediments of glacial origin (Daniels, 1974) in a shallow Permian basin on the northern edge

of tlre granitoid body in western Pottoyu and stretching into \A/estern Australia. Within the

study area limited depth estimates in the basin indicate that it is of the order of 35 m deep, the

deepest section being towards the east of the smooth magnetic zone NS5.

7.3 Conclusrons

This study has shown that airborne magnetic and radiometric data are an essential tool for

geological mapping in an area where ground based geological control is scarce and difficult to

collect. Extensive processing and display of the datain various forms as digital greyscale images

has proved invaluable as an interpretational aid, both to highlight broad scale structure and more

detailed local features. The study has produced an improved understanding of the geology of the

area, particularly in the central and southern sections where only limited geological information

rvas available.

The geophysical data has been shown to fit the regional recumbent folding hypothesis pro-

posed by Forman (Forman and Hancock, 1964) and has highlighted numerous other significant

structural features in the Northern Domain, many previously unrecognized in the study area.

Correlatiol between the aeromagnetic interpretation and the regional gravity field is also good.

A number of subdivisions have been made in the high grade basement of tlie Southern

N4agnetic Domain, including several circular and elliptical igneous intrusive bodies. The full

geological significance of some of these divisions remains unclear and requires more detailed

ground bascd worli to gain a bcttcr undcrstanding. Extensive faulting and folding have been

delineated in both N4agnetic Domains, and the location of both the Mann Fault Zone and the

\\¡oodroffe Thrust are well deflned from the magnetic data.

The closer spaced flight ünes (500 metres) of the Petermann survey data used in this inter-

pretation have been a great advantage in deflning important magnetic features which are not

visible in the more broadly spaced (3200 metres) aeromagnetic data flown over the same area

in the 1960's by the B.M.R.

The study area is a small section of the va,st expanse of Precambrian and younger terrain

in central Australia which has only been geologically mapped on a regional scale. This study

has provided a further stepping stone in the slorv process of compilation, interpretation and

integration of geological and geophysical data which is necessary to gain a better understanding

of a complex area.



Appendix A

Irnage Production and P rocessrTlg

4.1- fntroduction

The display of the geophysiczrl clata as digital images has been usecl extensively in the inter-

pretation throughout this pro,icrct. llhe s.ystcm used clisplays 1;lre da,ta ou an Apple LaserWriter

using the postscript graphics lirnguagc ancì rva,s clevcloltecl itt tltcr l)epartr-nent of Geology and

Geophysics by S. Rajagopala,u. l'his appeucìix dctails tlte steps re<1uiI'ecl to produce an image

and the standard specifrcations usc<l jrr tlle ploduction of the itnages in this thesis. It also covers

the processing techniques rvhjch h¿r,vc been applied t<¡ tlte geophysical data and found useful in

the geological interpretation.

A.2 Mechanics of Producing an Image

The first step before cither <:otrrprltcl contouriug or irnagilg of the dat¿r is to convert the geophys-

ical data to a regular gLid florn a scr'ìcs of llight lines rvitll closch' spaccd da,ta points along the

Iines (15 to 20 rnctles) ancl a l¡luclr lar'¡¡el distance l:etrveert fligìtt lines (500 metres). The choice

of the grid cell size cleperrds oìr sovcì'¿ì[ f¿rctors. inc:ludirtg tlrc fliglrl lile spacing, the application

to wliich the resultalt gliddccl rlala is t,o be used, ard lltc¡ aulotutl of cotnputer tirne and space

available.

The griddiug plocccl ul'e rrsc,rì rvas <lcvclc;pcd ¡¡¡' f)r..1 olLrr Pa,jlle (Paitte, 1987) and uses a

rnethocl of iterativcrly calculal,irrg a glicl ol biquatlt'atic splinc t:oefficierlts. A grid cell size of 100

metres by 100 rnetles l'a.s c:hoscu arrrl ¿l,ll t)re tnagnel;ic artcl l'adionletlic data' rvere gridded onto

tlris size. Thc coordirrate s¡'stcrr uscrl t'cr'c e¿lstiug tlud northiug nrctl'es flom AI\¡IG zone 52.

The process of griclding mcals tlra,1, soruc olthc higlr lì'equcncv dat,a along flight lines is lost, and

data is inter¡rolated bctrvecu fliglrL Jirrcs. lu gcucral tic lines rvct'c rtot irLclucled in the griddcd

data sets because pool'ol'¿rl¡srrnl lcvcling of tlre tic linc data uteals they tend to shorv up as

Iinear east-u'est tlenclirrg I'ca1,ru'cs ir l,llc'glitl tlcd clala.

Each l:L00 000 sher-.t \\'¿ìs sllbrlir'ì<lr.'r1 ilto I'our'¿u'cas of a¡r¡rt'oxitrtately the sa,me size ald rvith

at least 2 kilonletrcs (20 glirl crrlls) of or,cl'lap irrto adja,celtl, al'cas. These at'cas were griddcd

a

A-.r
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Figure A.1: Grey Level Distribution for Magnetic Data

separately and later reduced to the a.p¡llo¡rliate size, the overlap ensuling that tire data would

match at the edges. Thus by ioiling a,cljacent subareas the entire at'ea can be reconstructed as

a gridded data set suitable for computer contouring or irnaging. The division of the sheets into

the subareas had to be done ltec:a,use the gridding program has a ümit to the size of output grid

it can produce.

Once the data, ha,s been gridded a digital image or a, contour map presentation can be

calculated. If an irnage is to be ploduccd the data rnust first be suitably stretched. Most output

devices have a, dynamic rarìge of 256 gley shades, each slia.de t'ept'esented by an integer value in

that range. This nìealts that the griclded da,ta has to be rescaled or stretched to become integer

values betweel 0 and 255. Obvjously there al'e ma,ry wavs in rvliich this can be done and most

of the standard stretches are 'n,cll clescl'ibcil iu thc litera,t,ure (I)rut'y, 1987; Castleman, 1979).

The basic tool needed to clccicle horv besl; to stretch t,he data, is a histogram. The stretching

technique used to display cla,ta,in this thcsis is a.n equal a,rea, stretch. The ltistoglam of tlie data

set is divided into N groups, rvhclc N is thc nurnber of grey levels desired in the image. The

groups are chosen so that cach ha,s thc sa,ure numbcr <lf gridded data points within it, thus each
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class contains the same numbel oJ'llixels. Since a pixel reprcsents a set area on the map (iu this

case 100 metïes by 100 rnetlcs) this stletch irnplies tha,t ea,ch glcyscale colour has an equal area

ou the map. Figure 4.1 illustra,tes the grey level distribution on a typical data histogram' The

nature of the stretch nrcans that gley levels leprcsenting da,ta in the tails of the distributions

have a much larger range tha,u tlre gley levels represerrtiug data neal' the peak of the distribution.

The variable N, the nurnber of gley levels, nust also be chosen. Figure 4.2 illustrates a small

section of the Pottoyu sheel, total ficlcl magnetics irnage with diflereut numbers of grey levels (2,

4, 8, 16, 32 and 256). The figule ilìustrates that the diflelence in ima,ge quality between 16' 32

and 256 levels is mininal, but s,it)r less than 8 levels the irna,ges can be significantly lacking in

detail. The number of glev levels used ¿rlso influences the amount of cornputer time required to

produce the image, so on the Jra,sis of ima,ge quality and tirne it rvas decided that 16 levels is

the optimum number. The criterion of image quality is sornervhat subjective and depends upon

the detail required fì'orn tire irna.ge a.nd personal preference. AII irnages presented in this thesis

have been produced using 16 gley levels and an eclual alea stletch.

Tire scale of the irnages is tlie final variable that needs to be addressed. Digital images have

an upper limit of scale beyond s'hich ilidividual pixels becorne too large and give the image a

blocky effect. The upper lillit ol'rrra¡i scale rvith pixels of 100 mettes rvas found to be 1:100 000.

The images weïe produced at a,n origiual scale of 1:250 000 to avoid this blocky texture and

because most other maps of the a,r'ca (geology, topogra¡rhic, gravity) are available at this scale.

Unlike contour maps, in which surall scales necessitate closely spaced contours being dropped and

so producing a loss of deta"il, small sc.ale pixel maps can still display all of the detail represented

in a similar map of largel sca,le.

4.3 Image Processing

There are numerous types of irnages and processing techniclues that can be ernployed, each

enhancing certain aspects of the clata ivhich possibly do not shorv up in other proc.essed version

of the data. The images and ploc.cssing techniques that ha,ve been used in this rvork and thei¡

attributes are discussed belorv.

Globally Stretched Images

Globally stretched irnages ale th<¡ urosl, colnrnon form of ima,ge allcl all but one pixel map

discussed here is of the globally st¡cl,clierl tv¡re. Global irnages are produced by treating all the

data as a, single set, so the histogral¡r ¿rnd equal are¿l stretch suc.h as those in Figure A.L are

calculated using the entire da,ta, sct. l'his results in a synoptic, uniformed vierv of the data.

Global images are particulnlly uscrlul rvheu worl<ing ou tlte a,r'ea, a,s a rvhole. In comparing

structures or magnetic intensitjcs of ateas seltarated by s<lnte dista,llce olìe catì be confidettt that

the same grey shadc reprcscnts ther sa,rne larìge of magnetic field slrengths. Tliis is useful for
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delinea,ting zones of simila,r magnctic chara,cter and getting ageneral overview of the nature and

qualitv of the data.

The major disadva:rtage of sonc globally stretched images is that quite large areas can be of

the same greytone, appearing to be magnetically fla,t and shorving no fiuer details. Such areas can

be seen on the globally stretchecl lotal lìeld magnetics (Figure 4.3) in western Pottoyn, around

129o00, 25o15 where thele is a lat'ge alea of lorv ma,gnetic intensity (black) with little detail

disceruable. This problenr can bc ovelcorìÌc by local contrast stretching, a simple processing

techniclue discussed belorv.

Reverse Colour Itnages

Most examples of grevscalecl aelomaglìetic irna,ges (I(owalik ancl Glenn, 1987; Drurv et aJ', 1987;

Tucker et al., 1987) are producecl rvith the highest levels of the magnetic field mapped as white

and tìre areas of lowest maguetic intensity mapped as black. This convention has been also

adopted in this work. The obvious alterlative is to map high values a,s black and low values as

rvhite. This sort of negative image rvas ploduced using a global stretch and is represented at a

scale of 1:1 000 000 in Figure 4.4. The inage shorvs the same amount of detail and the resultant

good and bad points a,s discussed in the plevious section but the different perspective given

to the interpreter by the reversed colour sense is useful for revealing details not immediately

obvious in images with the nìole corìventional greytone scheme. The magnetic expression of the

Iüann Shear Zorte, as a, linea,r magnetic high several kilometres rvide in the far southrvest of the

image is one example that is sornewha,t easier to picli in this style of image.

Locally Stretched Images

The problem of globally stretclicd ima,ges having quite la,rge areas of the same greytone can be

overcome by local contrast stretclring. I(orvalik and Glenn (1987) suggest a transformation of the

data using a moving box cal rviudorv rvhicli rvill accentuate subtle features. It was found that a

simpler ald more effective method of local contrast stretching could be a.pplied to the da,ta used

in this work with very satisfactory lesults. This technique involves breakilg the entire data set

dorvn into smallel subareas of rnaragea,ble size. Each subarea, is treated as an iridividual image

by calculating a,n individual eqnal a,r'ea, stretch lvhich maps local high values to rvllites and local

lorv values to blacl<. Figule Ä.5 shorvs the results of this process on tlte total field magnetics.

The areas tl-rat rvhere noted as lacl<ing in detail in the previous images show up considerably

more interesting and significa,nt cìel,a,il in the locally stretched image.

The process of local contrasl, stretrùing gives the ovcrall iu-rage a pa,tchrvolk appearance,

with eacli of the subalcas chosen being quite obvious. This means that it is difficult to use the

locally stretched irnagc to dcline zones of'simila,r ma,gnetic charactel'istics and conlpare different

areas separated by signilìcant distances.
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TOTAL FIELD MAGNETICS
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Figure 4.3: Total Field N{agnetics Greyscale Digital Image
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BEVERSE COLOUR IMAGE TOTAL FIELD MAGNETICS
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Figure 4.4: R,everse Colour Total Field I'Iagnetics
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Figurc 4.5: Localll Stretched Total N{agnetic Field
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Directional Filtering

Application of digital lìltering techniques mean that a whole new series of images can be produced

from the original gridded data. One elTective filtering rnethocl is directional filtering. This is

achieved by caliulating an approxirna,tion to the horizontal gradient of the data in a specified

di¡ection using a convolution of trvo 3 x 3 or larger matrices with the data set. This has the

result of enhancing features tha,t trend in the chosen direction and subduing features normal to

the chosen direction. The convolution matrices used here were 3 x 3 of the form:

cos cr

111
000
-1 -1 -1 ) 

.,'"" ( i

0 -1
0 -1
0 -1

where c is the azimuth of the clirection in which to enhance features (I(owalik and Glenn, 1987).

Any direction can be chosel, but the best direction is perpeldicular to the flight lines, the main

reasons being:

1. The flight line direction is chosen to tun perpeudicular to the general geological strike of

the area, and hence the general trend of magnetic features'

2. Filtering in directions othcr thau perpendicular to the flight lines tends to accentuate

ridging along the flight line dilection due to poor leveling of the data.

Figure 4.6 is an examplc the total magnetic fleld filtered perpendicular to the flight lines

(a : 90"). This type of processing gives the data the illusion of surface texture which is very

useful for delineating textura^l zones. The rnap also brings out subtle linear features rvithin the

data and accentuates the lúgher frequency components.

Vertical Gradient

,A.nother form of digital filtering is the ca,lculation of the vertical derivative, or vertical gradient

of the magnetic data. It is rvcll lnorvn that the vertical gradient is very effective in producing

higher resolution in potential field da,ta, accentuating anornalies ca.used by near surface sources.

A I77 point filtel operator s,as applied to the gridded data (\{cGrath, 1975) using the

optimal programming method suggested by Holroyd (1975). The resulting irnage is shorvn in

Figure 4.7. The figure shorvs tlrat the technique accentuates continuous horizons and more

subtle features not visible in thc urfiltered ima,ges. It also brings out areas of slowly varying

smooth rnagnetic field attributablc to nonrna,gnetic sediments. Orte feature highlighted by this

processing technique is the ea,st-rvcst tlending tie lines rvhich were inadvertently included in the

gridded data in part of tlte lIull shcet, in the far northwest corner of the rnap area.

The vertical gradient image, although effectivc in accentuating liigher frequency detail, tends

to break down in arcas of high nra,gnetic relief, such as the southern section of the study area,

where it is diflìcult to follos' irrclividual horizons,
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DIRECTIONALLY FILTERED TOTAL FIELD MAGNETICS
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Figure 4.6: Ðast-West Directionally Filtered l\{agnetics
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CALCULATED VERTICAL GRADIENT OF TOTAL MAGNETIC FIELD
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Figure 4.7: Calculatecl Vertical Gradient of the Total À4agnetjc Field
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Radiometrics

All of the above processing techniqnes have been discussed with refere¡rce to the magnetic data,

but images of the radion-retric data can also be produced, and indeed, are often the best way to

display such da,ta. Tlie higtrel sta.tistical noise i¡r radiornetric data sets means that some of the

digital filtering techniques cannot be applied with as much success as on the magnetic data.

.A'.4 Discussion

There are many other processing options available, some of which were investigated in this

project but not used extensively. The possible variations are limited only by time. However

no one image will optimally present all the desired features of the data set. Each processing

technique will highlight a certain aspect or several aspects of tlie data rvhich will not show up

in another type of image. Thus it is important to produce several different versions of the data

using processing techniques as described here to get diflerent perspectives. The work undertaken

during this project suggests that a coïe gloup of three basic irnages be produced for the magnetic

data, a globally stretched ima,ge, a locally stretched image and a directionally filtered image

which enhances features perpendicular to the flight line direction of the survey. These three

images were found to be the rnost useful in tl-re geological interpretation of the magnetic data.

Further processing techniques can thelL be applied to llelp rvith the interpretation of difficult

areas or to enhance particular aspects of the data which the three images mentioned above do

not adequately cover.



Appendix B

Survey Specifications

8.1 Introduction

The airborne magnetic and radiornetric data used in this thesis were collected as a single survey

by Austirex International, under contract to tlie Northern Territory Depa.rtrnent of l{ines and

Energy. The survey was florvn betrveen 20 Septeurber and 28 October 1985 and comprised

approximately 38000line kilonetres ovel an area of 18000 square kilometres. The specifications

of the survey and preliminary processing of tlie data are set out below (Part C in Simons, 1986).

8.2 Survey Specifications

The Petermann airborne survey was flown in an Aerocommander 500s (VH-FGS) with north-

south flight lines at a nominal spacing of 500 metres. Bast-west tie lines were flown every

5000 metres. The nominal mean terrain clearance was 100 metres. Navigation was doppler

assisted visual navigation using blacli and white photographs. Terrain clearance was recorded

by a Collins ALT-50 radio-altimeter rvith a sensitivity of 0.1 metres on an operating range of 0

to 610 metres.

A base station Geometrics G826A. ploton precession magnetorneter with a sensitivity of 0.25

nT and a sampling interval of 10 seconds rvas used to monitor the diurnal variation of the Earth's

magnetic fleld. The base station wa,s situated at Yulara, near Ayers Rock, approximately 100

kilometres east of the survey area,.

The airborne rnagnetometer was a, Scintrex VIW 2321-I-16 of the alkali vapour type with

a resolution of 0.005 nT mounted in a tail stinger. The ma,gnetic field was recorded with a

sensitivity of 0.1 nT at a constant time interval of 0.25 seconds, which represents a,pproximately

15 to 20 metres on the ground.

The spectrometer system used rvas a, Geometrics GR800/900D with a total volume of thal-

lium activated sodium iodide crystals of 33.56 litres (2048 cubic inches). The system had 256

channels and a spectral lange betrveen 0.3-6.0 million electronvolts. The energy windows aud

channels used a,re set out in Table 8.1

B-1
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Table 8.1: Spectrometer Specifrcations

8.3 Data Processing

Some preliminary processing and corrections were applied to the magnetic field data before it
was recorded onto the located data tapes. The magnetic data was diurnally corrected, offset

(paralla;r) corrected and the Australia,n Geomagnetic Reference Field (AGRF) was removed.

The radiometric data on the located ta,pes were uncorrected except for a dead time correction

(which is discussed furtlier in Appendix C). Further corrections applied to the radiometric data

prior to use are also described in Appeudix C.

0.321-2.995

1.368-1.579

1.653-1.864

2.393-2.805

2.995-6.000

2-254

101-120

728-L47

198-236

255-255

Total Count

Potassium

Uraniurn

Thorium

Cosmic

Energy \{indow (MeV)ChannelsChalnel Narne



Appendix C

Radiornetric Corrections

C.1 Introduction

The radiometric data on the located tapes supplied by the Northern Territory Department

of Mines and Energy were in the form of five uncorrected channels, total count, potassium,

uranium, tliorium and cosmic count all recorded in counts per second. Prior to using the data

for gridding and interpretatiol they required several standard corrections (Wilkes, 1988; Darnely,

1983) which are outlined here. The relevant coef,ñcients for the various corrections were obtained

from Part C of Simons (1986) and through personal communications with Mr. P. Robinson of

Austirex International.

C.2 Background and Cosmic

Initially the background and cosmic count rates need to be removed from the data. These

are determined by flying a series of high altitude stacks over water so tliat the contribution

of radioactive atmospheric radon gas and radiation due to ground based sources is negligibly

small. These tests were done over the rvater southrvest of Perth. A plot of count rate for the four

channels (total count, potassiun, uranium, thorium) versus the cosmic count rate is constructed

from the data from the altitude stacks and a, regression line fitted to the plotted points. Thus the

aircraft background for each channel is dete¡mined by the intercept value of the regression line

when the cosrnic count rate is zero, an{l the cosmic contribution to each channel is determined

by the slope of the regression line. The goodness of fit of the regression line is cluantified in

the correlation coefficient rvhich is reported in Table C.1. Both these corrections are subtracted

from each of the four raw channel c.ount rates using an equation of the form of C.1.

Nb" = A'ru- - Nbs 9N"o"*i. (C.1)

Wltere y'[6" is the backgrouncl and cosmjc corrected count rate, Nro- is the raw count ¡ates

(deadtime corrected only), N¡,nis the background count l'ateforthe channelfrom Table C.1,0is

(:-7
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tlre cosmic correction factor lor thc cha,nnel fron'¡ Table C.1 and N.o"r"i. is the measured cosmic

count rate.

0.996

0.968

0.977

0.995

2.482

0.130

0.121

0.138

222.5t

17.86

7 .57

3,85

Total Cou¡rt

Pota,ssiunt

Urauium

Th.orium

Correlation

Coefficient

Cosmic

0

lla,ckground

Counts/Sec

Channel

Table C.1: IltLcliglound a,nd Cosmic Collection Factors

C.3 Stripping

A stripping, or spectral interaction, correction is required for the potassium, uranium and tho-

rium clrannels to calculate tlie contribution of potassium (/í40), uranium (Bi"n), ald thorium

(fl'ot, to their respective channels. The correction minirnizes the effects of interactions (Comp-

ton scattering) of ganrnra, ra¡,s ou their path betweel the ground ancl the recorder in the aircraft.

The uranium channel requires correcting for scattering from the thorium channel and the potas-

sium channel requires correcting fol sca,ttering from both the thoriurn and uranium channels.

A small correction is required for ga,mma rays originating in the uranium decay series being

measured in the thoriurn channel.

The stripping correction coefhcients are deterrnined by experiment for each individual gamma

ray spectrometer system and ta,l<e the form A/B (counts in channel B per counts in channel A).

The factors appropriate to the system used in the Petermann survey ale shorvn in Table C.2.

0.251

0.448

0.834

0.050

CY

rJ

.Y

Tholiurr/LIranium
Thorium/Pota,ssium

lI ra niurn / I' ot as siurn

Uranium/Thorium

Table Cì.2: StlipPing Corlecl;ion Coef[iciettts

The stripping colrections rvele applied usiug equations C.2 -C.4 after the background and

cosmic corrections had been ap¡rlicrl .

's Cq - €CsNi¿=ffi (c'2)

¡¡"-Cs-oCa
^';=-(1_s ) 

(C.3)
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A,i=ctz-c,t=8-c.Ë8 (c.4)

Where the superscript " lÌìeans tìre stripping corrected count rates for each of the channels

defined by the subscript. Cz,Cs,Ca refel to the count rates measured in channels 2 (potassium),

3 (uranium) and 4 (tholium) after thc dea,dtime, background ald cosmic corrections have been

applied. The constants are those takeu frorn Table C.2.

C.4 Altitude

The measured count rates ¿rle very depelclaut upon the dista,nce frotn the source, so an altitude

correction is required to lcvel the data, to a constant nomi¡ral altitude of the survey which was

100 metres. The altitude correction is closely approximated by the exponential form of equation

c.5
N¡" = l\{''¿-uÀh (C.5)

Where .lú¿ is the count rate a,t hcight h a,bove the ground, N. is the desired count rate at the

nominal altitude, ¡l is the altitucle a.ttenuation coefficient applicable to the particular channel

shown in Table C.3 and Al¿ is the difference between the true altitude of the reading and the

nominal altitude in metres.

0.005407

0.007884

0.002545

0.006560

Total Count

Potassiur.r.

Uranium

Thorium

Attenuation Coefficierrt pChannel

Table C.3: Altitude Atteuuation Fa,ctors

C.5 Radon and Deadtime

Trvo further corrections s'hiclr can be applied to radiometric data are the atrnospheric radon

correction rvhich compcnsatcs for varvirr¡i amounts of thc ra,dioactive gas radon found in tlie
atmosphere, and the dcadtinle co.r'r'cctiort.

The radon correctiou is applicd rarely rvhen thc locality of the survey permits easy daily test

flights over large boclies of rva,ter 1,o urcasure the abundance of radon rvithout the interfelence

of ground ba,sed radioactive soul'ces. As there was lìo such bocly of water available close to the

Petermann survey al'ea the con'er;tjou could not be ma,dc' and this is a ma,jor reason why there is

some obvious striping a,long 1hc fliglrt line dilection iu the la,diornetric images. Variations in the
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anÌount of a,tmospheric radon tend to affect the uranium channel more than the other channels

(Green, 1987).

TIie deadtime correction is needed to take account of the time during which the system cannot

register another gamma ray interaction after it has received one previously, This cor¡ection is

applied by multiplying the measured count rates by the factor shown in C.6, where t is the

deadtime per interaction, which is 8 microseconds per total count for the system used, and N is

the measured count rate.

1

(1 - N¿)
(c.6)

As mentioned previously the deadtiure correction I'ra,d been applied to the data before it was

rvritten to the located tapes.

C.6 Equivalent Ground Concentrations

Once the series of corrections described above have been made to the data the corrected count

rates can then be converted to equivalent ground concentrations by dividing by an appropriate

constant derived frorn carefully calibrating the spectrometer system over an area of known

elemental ground concentrations. Such a calibration test was run over the Dalgety test range

in New South Wales and the calculated coeffi.cients are set out in Table C.4. To convert the

corrected count rates to equivalent ground concentrations the count rates are simply divided by

the constant which applies to that particular channel.

The units of equivalent ground concentrationE are measured in equivalent parts per million
("pp-) for the uranium and thorium channels, equivalent percent (%)for the potassium channel

and radioelement concentration units (Ur) for the total count channel, where I Ur produces the

same instrumental response as an identical source containing 1 ppm of uranium in radioactive

equilibrium (Darnely, 1982).

250.0

100.0

34.8

7.5

Total Count

Potassium

Uranium

Thorium

Concentration Coeff.Channel

Table C.4: Blementa.l Conversion Fa,ctors

The conversion of count rates to erluivalent concentrations not only gives an estimate of tlie
radioelement concentrations in the neal surface but it also means that data of different vintages

and recorded using different instruncnts carì. be quantitatively compared. Simple corrected
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count rate data from different surveys cannot be compared, since the measured count rates are

dependent upon the rneasuring system, crystal size, recording time and other system parametero,

A fortran program was written to apply all the above corrections to the raw data. The

corrected count rates were gridded as counts per second, not as equivalent ground concentrations,

and the gridded data was then converted to equivalent ground concentration units.
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Abbreviations

A.G.R.F.

A.M.G.

B.M.R.

E

eppm
_?qcrn "

K

km

m

MeV

mGaI

my

N

nT
N.T.

N.T.D.M.E.

N.T.G.S.

Pb

ppm

Rb

S

S.A.

S.I.

Sr

Th

U

General
Australian Geomagnetic Reference Field

Australian Map Grid

Bureau of Mineral Resources (Australia)

east

ecluivalent parts per million

grams per cubic centimetre

potassium

kilometres

metres

million electron volts (unit of particle energy)

milligal (unit of gravitational acceleration)

million years before the present

north

nanoteslas (unit of magnetic flux density)

Northern Territory

Northern Territory Department of Mines and Energy

Northern Territory Geologicai Survey

lead

parts per urillion

rubidium

south

South Australia

International Systern of metric units

strontium

thoriurn

ulanium

D-1
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Ur radioelement concentration units

vertical gradient of total magnetic field

west

Western Aust¡alia

Magnetic Textural Zones (see Chapter 3)

broad linear

granular

linear

mottled

muricate

smooth

Lithomagnetic Units (see interpretation maps)

basement gneiss

metamorphosed, granitized gneiss

strongÌy magnetic basement complex

weakly magnetic basement complex

fault related magnetic anomalies

magnetic granites

nonmagnetic granites

magnetic porphyry

magnetic metavolcanics

nonmagnetic metavolcanics

D-2

vg

w
w.A

BL

G

L

Mo

Mu

S

AB

AM
B1

B2

F

G1

G2

P

V1

v2
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